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Climate change is one of the biggest
global challenges today. The effects
of climate change span the physical
environment, ecosystems and human
societies. We can feel them
everywhere in the world, including
both Russia and France.

Today’s youth is going to bear the
consequences and live through the
challenges of climate adaptation in
the nearest future, however, we can
still reverse the worst-case scenario.
This is why 50 young people from
Russia and France came together in
the Franco-Russian Youth Dialogue
on Climate Change to develop
proposals to their governments
together and empower each other to
become voices of their generation.

They consolidated the efforts to
propose actions tackle the climate
emergency and to raise concerns to
the political actors in their
countries. 

The work on the Policy Paper took
place between November 2020 and
June 2021 as a part of the Franco-
Russian Dialogue on Climate
Change, supported by the Trianon
Dialogue Program. The process was
organised by a team of dedicated
volunteers: Konstantin Blondeau,
Marion Cousinie, Sofya Epifantseva,
Viktoria Kosmatova, Juan Antonio
Pérez and Tetiana Stadnyk. A big
thank you to everyone who
contributed and made this project a
reality!

THE DIALOGUE
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as 2 billion people depend on forests
for their livelihoods. Europe is
responsible for 10% of this
deforestation. 

Deforestation is a process used for
agricultural expansion and resources
acquisition such as wood, ores and oil
extraction. These practices make the
soil infertile and thus prevent the
renewal of forest areas. 

They also contribute to the worst air
quality and global warming, since
deforestation is responsible for 11%
of the GHG for WWF, as we are both
emitting CO2 to extract the resources
and prevent CO2 from being captured
with the trees‘ removal. 

Furthermore, overexploitation and
deforestation cause the destruction of
nearly 80% of the Earth's
biodiversity’s home.

As forests contribute to soil renewal,
their disappearance weakens soil
quality and irremediably leads to
landslides, fire and powerful floods
which exposes humans to natural
risks.

Moreover, overexploitation leads to
social consequences, such as the
violation of human rights and the

In environmental science,
overexploitation refers to the stage
at which a withdrawal of natural
resources, that are difficult or
expensive to renew, exceeds the
renewal stage.

As we are overconsuming, we are
overexploiting resources to answer
human’s desire. However,
overexploitation’s consequences are
devastating. 

It leads first to a major decrease in
the Earth resources stock. Each year
around 60 billion tonnes of natural
resources are extracted from the
ground, this is 50% more than at the
end of the 1970s (Friends of the Earth
Europe; at al, 2009) [1]. 

As a consequence, a European
consumes an average of 43 kg of
natural resources per day. These
figures reflect countries' dependence
on imports, which is to reconsider.

To exploit these resources, we
remove forests. Today, 80% of the
world's original forest cover has been
degraded or destroyed in just 3
decades, although they help regulate
oxygen and fix the planet's CO2.
Their importance is vital for both
ecosystems and the human species

1.STRIVE AGAINST OVEREXPLOITATION
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undignified working conditions in
certain regions of Africa, Latin
America and Asia.

Overexploitation has an impact on
climate change, the Earth's stock of
resources, biodiversity, social rights
and equality, air quality or our
exposure to natural risks. To strive
against it we propose to engage
concrete actions in the food industry
and forest management.

Nowadays, the food industry is
considered the first source of
greenhouse gas emissions. In a view,
to reduce air pollution and soil
erosion, we came up with three
proposals for the Russian and the
French food industries but not only. 

Develop fallow land
system and improve
fishing quotas.
Farming lands and oceans have been
overexploited for decades. We are
now facing the issue of soil
degradation and soil desertification.
The food industry economy is
organized to be more profitable and
doesn't take into consideration that
soils need time to regenerate. The
same issue is observed in the ocean
with halieutic resources. In addition,
the population growth will lead to
more pressure and exploitation of
those already over-exploited lands.
For this reason, we recommend to the
governments of France and Russia to
make mandatory the use  

of the fallow land system for all
farms. During a year, 10% of the
farmland will be left unfarmed , By
doing it, the soils will have time to
recreate minerals and a reserve of
water they need to avoid erosion.
Many studies showed that fallow
lands are more productive after a
year of no farming. 

However, this system will be more
profitable for big farms than small
farms. It’s why the government
should subsidize them until small
farms become big enough to be
profitable with the fallow land
system. Not less important, the fallow
land system will help to reduce the
amount of pesticide use because
lands will have all the resources
plants need to grow. 

Besides lands, oceans are also
overexploited. If some quotas are
already in force in France and Russia
for some species, studies show they
are not always respected. 

Governments should have a better
regulation of the quotas and increase
the fine at level industries would
prefer to respect quotas than pay a
fine. Also, they need to control more
often that companies play by the
rules with quotas.

In addition, we recommend to the
governments the creation of a fishing
quota for every species , even for the
species which are not endangered, to
prevent any overfishing. Finally,
governments must forbid the imports 
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of fish from countries that do not
control their fish industry and have
no quotas. 

Raise awareness
about the
consumption of meat.

There is a medical consensus on the
fact that meat is not a good foodstuff
for human health. It’s recommended
by the WHO to eat less meat and
more vegetable proteins. There is a
lot of wrong information about the
consumption of meat. 

The governments need to raise
awareness of decreasing the
consumption of meat for human
health and the environment. At
school, teachers and students should
be encouraged to talk and debate
about climate change and solutions
to a sustainable life.

In the same way as our first proposal,
studies show that by eating less meat
we will reduce our need for land
because we will have fewer animals
to feed. For instance, in a world plant
diet, 23 650 billion square meters of
land could be returned to forests. A
large part of Amazonia is burning
because we need every day more and
more farming land to grow soy for
animals. By eating less meat we could
avoid deforestation, reduce the
pressure on farmlands and diminish
the risk of pandemics advent. 

Encourage companies
to save water and
reduce the pressure
on phraetics tables.
From a perspective of drought
mitigation, we should think about
saving water measures by encouraging
companies to reduce the amount of
water used in their industrial process.
Every company should be forced to do a
complete analysis of the amount of
water they use and create a plan to
save as much water as they can. 

Industries that use an excessive
amount of water without any solution
to recycle it should be forbidden.

To avoid job losses we recommend the
government to subsidise industries that
need investment in new ecological
materials. 

Concerning phraetics tables, the
government should improve the control
on the use and extend the time of
regeneration to avoid drought during
summertime and soil desertification,
which is irreversible.

In a view to protecting forests from
overexploitation, we suggest a few
developments with regard to the new
potential protected areas, the
reinforcement of exigences in terms of
sustainable management practices — at
home and abroad. More related to the
objectives of climate change
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mitigation, we also recommend an
exchange of knowledge among
French and Russian actors, be it
scientists and forest managers, as
well as more funds allocated to fight
future forest fires. With regard to
Russia’s enormous areas of boreal
forests, our proposals mainly focus on
potential Russian policies, but not
only.

As it has been already pointed out,
boreal forests or Northern forests
suffer a lack of official protection,
compared to temperate and, even
more, tropical forests - despite their
very important role in both climate
regulation and as biodiversity spots.
Thus, there is an urgent need for
Russia to extend its network of
protected areas and preserve more of
its Northern forests. Working along
with scientists and WWF experts, for
example, it should be determined
which areas are the most worth
letting untouched (in terms of its
biodiversity richness, ecological
services provided and other such
relevant criteria), as well as which
areas could and should be restored
around protected areas in order to
maximise their efficiency.  

Reinforce Boreal
forests' protection in
Russia by creating
new protected areas
and extending the
ones already existing.

Foster the
sustainability of forest
management with a
more stringent legal
framework.
Acknowledging the opportunity of
sustainable management of forests as
allowing people to exploit them
without endangering them, we
recommend new regulations, in
France and in Russia, to move
towards more exigent laws in terms
of forest management. 

Russian forest legislation for example
currently allows wood harvesting
without ecological safeguards, that
is, whether it harms or not the
biodiversity and ecosystem for
example. Governments could and
should normalize sustainable forest
management as it is promoted for
example by the NGO FSC, an
independent organization delivering
sustainability labels, and punish
unsustainable practices. 

Along with the strengthening of
forest legislation (i.e. make it
mandatory to take into account the
biodiversity value of a forest and not
only its economic and commercial
value; ensure the wood harvesting
happens on a sustainable basis and
not to the expends of wide-scale and
long-term deforestation), two
independent bodies could be created
— one in order to help forest owners
move towards sustainable practices
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and the other to ensure effective
control. As these changes can’t
happen overnight, a national action
plan should guide this ambitious
transition over the coming years.

Not less important than fighting
unsustainable forest practices on its
own territory, Russia and France
should reinforce strategies to banish
the importation of raw wood, wood
products, and furniture obtained from
unsustainable practices. In this sense,
France has already adopted the SNDI,
a national strategy plan from 2018 to
2030 in order to fight imported
deforestation. France should further
call the members of the Council of
Europe to adopt similar strategies,
including Russia.

Fight imported
deforestation.

for example, a key part of a forest
didn’t resist the fire.

Exchange the best
practices in a view of
CC mitigation.

Finally, our last sub-proposal
emerges from the important and
ambiguous role of forests in the
climate system. Widely known as
sinks of CO2, forests also absorb and
reflect more or less the incoming sun
radiations, their albedo depending on
various factors. 

We recommend a regular exchange of
knowledge on “best practices” among
Russian and French scientists and
forest owners in order to mitigate
climate change. Indeed, some
management strategies may increase
the forest’s albedo, without
decreasing the forest productivity. 

If some forests should be
sanctuarized as we have already
mentioned, others that were
artificially grown by humans and have
low biodiversity values might be
worth returning to the state of
meadow ecosystems as suggested by
the Zimov Hypothesis, in this same
logic of mitigating climate change,
and more precisely, to slow down the
melting of permafrost. Indeed, the
Zimov experience at the Pleistocene
Park is so far bringing meaningful
results, and it might be worth
expanding it to other places 

Improve adaptation
and resilience to the
future forest fires.

As climate heating has already been
visible for a few years and droughts
and following forest fires are
becoming more and more frequent
and tend to last longer, we suggest
that both France and Russia should
come up with adaptation plans to
these issues. More means should also
be allocated in reparative strategies
well-equipped firefighter units ready
to take action, as well as possible
restoration measures when,
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carefully determined by experts.
There is an emergency to protect
natural resources. We need to
reinforce forest management
governance as it is a common good.
Most countries answered to the
WWF's call for Zero Net Deforestation
by 2020, the REDD initiative, New
York Declaration on Forests, and The
Paris Agreement, where a clause on
the forest is written, but they did not
take enough actions to achieve the
Zero Net. 

Deforestation is still ongoing. We
must achieve Goal 5 of Aichi targets.
You have the tools, and the actors by
your side to make a difference. Now
is the time to take action.

Sources
[1] Friends of the Earth Europe, at al.,
(2009),  Overconsumption. Our use of
the world’s natural resources,
Available at
http://www.foeeurope.org/publication
s/2009/Overconsumption_Sep09.pdf.
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Expand the competencies of RPN
by making it not only a dogwatch
for the environment but also an
educator to biodiversity and an
organization that engages citizens
for biodiversity.
Spread awareness on the actions
of OFB and RPN among every kind
of stakeholder.

a systemic process. In Russia and
France, there are two influential
environmental organizations: The
Federal Supervisory Natural
Resources Management Service
“Rosprirodnadzor” (RPN), and the
French Office for Biodiversity (OFB).
 
 The propositions are meant to: 

This would complement both French
and Russian national policies. Indeed,
raising awareness on biodiversity is
part of national programs both in
Russia and in France. 

One of the goals of the Russian
national project “Ecology” aims at
educating business stakeholders on
the concerns raised by biodiversity
loss by having them include these
concerns in their activity and by
exchanging good practices within the
framework of collaboration with the
Secretariat of the Convention on
Biodiversity. Moreover, in February

Despite a global advance in the
awareness of climate change impacts
and of the importance of biodiversity,
only a minority of people know how
to tackle the erosion of biodiversity
and that biodiversity is directly
linked with climate change [1]. 

A survey carried out by IPSOS in 30
countries (including France and
Russia) shows that only 20% of the
population thinks that biodiversity is
a major concern for their country,
while 25% of the respondents knew
that climate change leads to
biodiversity erosion. To end up, both
in France and Russia only 10% and
less of the population knows how to
fight climate change.

This leads to a very low
environmental commitment and to a
lack of actions to preserve
biodiversity. As showed in a survey
carried out by « Fête de la nature »
and Yougov, only 14% of the French
population is committed to action for
the preservation of nature [2]. Thus,
it is a priority to inform all the
stakeholders not only about what is
going on and its consequences but
also on what we can do to address it.
Both French and Russian governments
must deepen their actions towards
educating to biodiversity and make it 

2.RAISE AWARENESS ON BIODIVERSITY
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2021 the State Duma adopted a law
that makes accessibility to data on
the environment and transparency
mandatory. 

In France, one of the actions of the
Law for the restoration of
biodiversity, nature, and landscapes
(2016) is to promote knowledge in
order to address biodiversity
concerns. Moreover, France is a
signatory of the Aarhus Convention,
one of the goals of which is to
improve environmental information
provided by public authorities [3].
Furthermore, the 5th chapter of the
national plan for biodiversity aims
at reinforcing education to
biodiversity for all [4]. 

For example, the French government
released an information website on
biodiversity in January which could be
reused in Russia. On the other hand,
RPN could organise workshops,
conferences, training programs,
yearly “Nature celebrations” (on the
model of the French “Fête de la
Nature”) and contests linked to
biodiversity (capital city of
biodiversity, labels, etc.) to spread
awareness among several
stakeholders. 

These stakeholders could be local
and regional authorities, companies
representatives, citizens, or teachers
(they could reuse the knowledge they
acquired to spread it to their students
within the frameworks of class
projects on biodiversity, for example).Deepen the actions of

Rosprirodnadzor
related to biodiversity.

Giving an informative role to
Rosprirodnadzor in a formal and
interactive way is crucial to fight
biodiversity erosion in Russia. On the
one hand, we could think of the
releasing of annual detailed reports
about the state of biodiversity and the
good practices undertaken for
biodiversity in the subjects of the
Russian Federation, the creation of a
GIS database on the state of
biodiversity (this could be done in
France too) and of an interactive map
that would propose an inventory of the
actions undertaken for biodiversity.
This could be done in France as well.

Make Rosprirodnadzor an
organisation that
engages citizens for
biodiversity and enhance
the visibility of OFB with
regard to it.
The deepening of the informative role
of RPN would constitute a great basis
for the organization of initiatives that
mobilize civil society for biodiversity.
This requires collaboration with every
kind of stakeholder at every scale,
and with international organizations
(that can share experience and good
practices). For example, the WWF
Russia’s initiative «Люди — природе»
(“People to the nature”) could be  
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implemented specifically for
biodiversity and extended to the
whole country. It could also be
implemented in France. The initiative
consists of seminars, support to
environmental organisations, the
creation of an online platform that
inventories ecological initiatives, and
assessment of the reports on
transparency released by industries
[5].

This also requires making an efficient
communication campaign about RPN,
its role, the urgent need to act for
biodiversity, and the link between
climate change, the erosion of
biodiversity, our wellbeing, and
economic prosperity. 

A communication campaign (on the
TV and on social media mostly) would
also allow different stakeholders to
get aware of the existence and
competencies of RPN and could push
them to get committed to the
protection of biodiversity. 

In France, we suggest that the
government gives better visibility to
OFB so that OFB could implement
more effective communication on the
ways that citizens commit to the
protection of biodiversity. Moreover,
OFB and RPN could cooperate on the
topic we are working on. Not only
would it allow RPN to benefit from
OFB’s expertise, but it would also
contribute to the achievement of
Russian ambitions with regard to
biodiversity. These actions could be 

Raise awareness on
biodiversity through
the development of
ecotourism.

The key to sensibilization is to have
people get interested in biodiversity.
Developing ecotourism can help
achieve this goal. Ecotourism aims at
minimizing the impact of tourism on
the environment. It is also focused on
the discovery of nature and the
involvement of local populations and
tourists to preserve biodiversity [6]. 
Indeed, it allows the combination of
entertainment, the discovery of
natural and cultural heritage, and
education to biodiversity. Moreover,
proper ecotourism should be local
(i.e., you can’t take the plane to visit
a place and pretend that what you
are doing is ecotourism). 

The pandemic, by reducing the
possibilities to travel abroad, opens
the way to such tourism practices.
Furthermore, the development of
ecotourism would allow both French
and Russian to (re)discover the
diversity and the richness of their
national landscapes. Developing
ecotourism requires local actors (be
they local agencies, protected areas’
staff, etc.) to organize guided tours
focused on biodiversity and 

extended to other environmental
topics (Energy, Arctic, Cities of the
future).
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actions such as waste collection.
Guided tours would allow visitors to
get to know new landscapes, local
fauna and flora and local endangered
species while protection actions
would have them informed on what
they can do to preserve biodiversity.
By involving and entertaining the
citizens, ecotourism can help shape
an acute interest in biodiversity
among them. In relation to our first
proposal, particular attention needs
to be brought to the definition of
quotas on protected areas in order to
preserve them from the excesses of
mass tourism. 

Empower communities
by giving them the
tools to raise
awareness through
community leaders.

Thus, relying on community leaders
in order to raise awareness can be
considered as the most effective method
and effectively lead to mobilization. The
Biodiversity Group from Arizona, for
instance, relies on several community
leaders who are focused on local
initiatives. The local aspect is crucial
when it comes to raising awareness,
especially for a global issue like
biodiversity . Focusing on local
initiatives not only empowers citizens
but also reinforces their connection to
their environment, thus more attached to
it. RPN and OFB can work in
collaboration with these community
leaders and the grassroots initiatives
implemented as intermediary
organizations [7].

Community leaders are also more likely
to identify the target audience and to
tailor awareness-raising initiatives
appropriately . They are also more likely
to reach people who are neither activists
nor aware of 
the issues linked to biodiversity. Indeed,
as citizens themselves, they convey a
different message to their peers:
biodiversity is not only 
a political matter and citizens are fully
able to contribute to its protection at
their scale. 

The community is one of the
foundations of our modern society.
Community leaders have been shown
to be an effective mechanism to
support and enable community
development in the past. Effective
community leaders have been
characterized as change agents.
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possible to respond to one of the
greatest challenges of the 21st
century: that of climate change. It is
important, whether in a professional,
school or university setting, to set up
or increase awareness through the
intervention of experts or
organisations to implement activities.
It is also possible to raise awareness
through volunteer missions or to
integrate schools or companies in
ecological development projects,
such as "planete-urgence".

Favour biodegradable plastic and stop
plastic pollution and single-use
products.

Since 1 January 2021, France has
banned the production of straws,
disposable cutlery, stirrers, takeaway
cup lids, etc., from its territory. Since
2017, France has been gradually
banning the use of disposable plastic
products, known as single-use
products. 

In France, before 2016, retailers
distributed 5 billion thin plastic bags
per year at the checkout and 12
billion for other uses. Today,
supermarkets put around one billion
reusable bags into circulation each
year. Shopping bags are reused at
least twenty times and thick plastic 

Changing mentality through
awareness-raising and environmental
education.

Although all the solutions we are
going to propose are essential, we
will nevertheless find it very difficult
to achieve sustainability if we
continue to 'take-use-throw'. We need
to change our mindset. Educational
initiatives play a key role in
achieving this. 

For example, the Volvo Ocean Race,
organised in partnership with the
United Nations Environment
Programme, aims to raise awareness
of the plastic pollution that affects
the oceans through education and
positive action. Children learn how to
combat marine pollution while
discovering sailing. 

Raising awareness here in France and
around the world is essential. Not
only because our daily actions in
France have an impact on what
happens elsewhere in the world. But
also because the opposite situation is
observed and demonstrated. Global
and joint action will thus make it 

3.POLLUTION

Fighting plastic
pollution
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bags about ten times. It is important
to avoid buying and using plastic
bags, bottles, straws, and openers in
the first place. In the long term, it
would be interesting to have a goal
of zero disposable plastic with
different deadlines. 

while limiting its impact on the
environment in order to be
sustainable. To do this, it must be
based as much as possible on a
circular system, allowing the
maintenance and regeneration of
resources, or even their improvement.
We can cite as a principle the optimal
use of natural resources, primarily
water, the limitation of
environmental pollution by reducing
the use of fertilisers and pesticides,
the maintenance and use of natural
predators and pollinators or the
maintenance of biodiversity, the
natural ecosystem and the genetic
heritage of endemic cultivated
species. 

Fighting agricultural water pollution.

The key challenge is to reduce
discharges of agricultural pollutants
(nutrients, pesticides, sediments and
veterinary products) into waters,
while at the same time promoting
improvements in the quality of water
used for recreational and other
purposes. 

Existing water quality regulations and
standards can be enforced;
agricultural subsidies linked to
production and inputs can be
removed to relieve pressure on
aquatic systems; the polluter pays
principle can be adopted to reduce,
where possible, water pollution from
agriculture; and realistic water
quality objectives and standards can
be set for agriculture; improving the  

Encourage people to recycle their
own recyclable waste such as plastic
bottles. 

The introduction of vending machines
that reward passers-by for this type
of waste by offering them a bus ticket
is the first step towards recycling.
This initiative, used in Australia, is a
way of encouraging people to recycle
their cans and bottles because, in this
country, every hour, nearly 15,000
bottles and cans are thrown away
instead of being sent for recycling,
which represents 58% of all
recyclable materials on an annual
basis. So far, three machines have
been installed and offer rewards such
as bus tickets, food vouchers, or a 10
cent donation to the charity group
Clean Up Australia for people who
make the effort to recycle their
bottles and cans.

Fighting agricultural
pollution

Using sustainable agriculture as much
as possible.

Sustainable agriculture must feed the
population and develop the economy 
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targeting of measures to reach areas
where water pollution is most severe;
assessing the cost-effectiveness of
policy options to improve water
quality; and developing information
systems to assist farmers, water
managers and policymakers.

Fighting pollution from fertilisers and
pesticides.

For 60 years, agriculture has relied
heavily on synthetic inputs (fertilisers
and pesticides) to increase yields.
This has been successful, but the
ecological impacts of these new
practices were not revealed until
much later. Since the first suspicions
about the health and environmental
impacts of pesticides, studies have
multiplied to point out their
dangerousness. It is important to
promote and support agroecological
and organic farming alternatives
through earmarked funding, to
establish or maintain a position on
the banning of glyphosate, and to ban
the most dangerous pesticides for the
environment and health.

ecosystem pollution. The situation
goes even worse because of the high
amount of single-use objects
produced. 

For instance, at least 133 tonnes of
disposable plastic bags are thrown
away in Russia yearly. If at least 0.8
grams of CO2 per 1 kg of plastics are
released into the atmosphere during
the manufacturing process. It means
that by limiting the use of single-use
plastic bags we can avoid at least
1000 kg of CO2 emissions per year
[2].

Private transport pollution.

Pollution caused by the use of private
transport is serious. Firstly, there is a
huge number of pollutants released
into the atmosphere by the operation
of the internal combustion engine.
The standard values of CO2 emissions
established by Euro-6 are 1 gram per
km. 

By limiting the use of private
transport and switching to the public
one it is possible to reduce
significantly the number of
greenhouse gases released to the
atmosphere (404 g of CO2 released
per mile during the use of an average
passenger vehicle) [3]. 

To solve these issues we should
support the development of public
transport systems and as a temporary
measure the switch from the
personally-owned cars to the
carpooling services.

Fighting air pollution
Focus on industrial pollution.
 
With the increased number of goods
that we use daily, we provoke more
active work of the industrial
facilities. Most of the manufacturing
process includes the use of
hydrocarbons and other potentially
dangerous for the environment
compounds. This leads to higher
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Focus on waste management.

Development of recycling facilities
all over the country to make recycling
accessible for everyone 
(for the moment recycling facilities
are only present in major cities, and
even there no more than 4% of waste
is recycled). 

Development of economic measures
to support the creation of the
recycling infrastructure, for example,
through some governmental or state
programs.

Focus on the separate garbage
collection.

Development of the infrastructures
would help people start recycling
(recycling bins, special signs that
show what type of waste can be
recycled and in which bin it should be
thrown). 

Creation of the separate garbage
collection centers in neighborhoods
on the first stages of the separate
garbage collection program
implementation (now there are only 2
or 3 major centers in Moscow - not
available for many dwellers, in
smaller cities, there are no such
places at all).

Focus on the reduction of the
produced waste.

Simulations aimed to decrease the
amount of waste produced
(reasonable consumption practices,
lower amounts of packages used).
Support of the easy-recyclable
materials (for instance, several types
of plastics like No.3 and No.7 are not
accepted to be recycled in Moscow,
thus some programs stimulating the
complete ban of these types of
plastic should be undertaken).

Sources
[1] TACC, 2018. Цена за мусор: во сколько
обходятся Земле вещи, которые мы
используем. Available at:
https://tass.ru/obschestvo/5145316.

[2] Eco.com.ua. 2008. Методика расчета
выбросов вредных веществ в атмосферу
при работе с пластмассовыми
материалами. Tale 3. 

[3] The United States Environmental
Protection Agency. Greenhouse Gas
Emissions from a Typical Passenger Vehicle.
Available at:
https://www.epa.gov/greenvehicles/greenho
use-gas-emissions-typical-passenger-vehicle

Developing the
recycling system
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rare and endangered species of plants
and animals and smuggling
derivatives for sale abroad.

Globalization of trade, combined with
the increasing popularity of natural
treatments around the world, has
created a level of demand that
threatens the existence of many
vulnerable species in the wild. Many
animals of the Far East are included
in the pharmacopeia of Chinese
traditional medicine.

3.  As wild animal meat products. The
most frequent negative way to use
wild animals is to use them for food.
The main objects of hunting are
mammals, birds and reptiles. Despite
the development of agriculture,
hunting is important for many people,
providing up to 80% of the meat
consumed in some rural communities
in developing countries. 

Some people depend on the meat of
wild animals for their supply of
animal protein, because they have no
alternative sources of production, this
is due to the economic state of the
country and the number of people
and is typical for undeveloped and
developing countries such as DR
Congo. In African and Asian countries,
wet A markets” are very popular,  

Overexploitation — the overuse of
wild animal and plant species by
people — is threatening wildlife.
Today, many wild animals, including
their body parts, blood, bones, musk,
e. g., are in great demand for the
following usage:

1.  As souvenirs and household items.
A variety of animal products have
historically been used for decorative
purposes, including ivory, coral,
shellfish shells, turtle shells, reptile
and other animal skins, and feathers
[14]. The killing of elephants to meet
the demand for ivory is considered a
major factor in the decline of
elephant populations throughout
history. The skins, furs, feathers, and
fiber of various mammals, reptiles,
birds, and fish are sold all over the
world to make clothing, shoes, bags,
and other items.

2.  As medicine and perfume. Animal
derivatives are used in ethnic
medicine (for example, in China more
than 1,500 animal species have
medicinal value). The local
population often does not have
access to state medicine due to the
weak development of the health
system or due to the cultural aspect.
In the pursuit of profit, dealers often
do not comply with the law, poaching

4.FIGHTING SPECIES OVEREXPLOITATION
AND LOSS OF ECOSYSTEM SERVICES 
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where they sell “bushmeat”, meat of
killed wild animals, very often
primates, including gorillas and
chimpanzees, such markets become a
point of contact with different wild
animals and their pathogens, which
leads to a variety of negative
consequences. It is similar markets
that become the source of zoonotic
infections (influenza, coronavirus
infections, and others).

4. As pets. Many tropical species of
birds and reptiles are threatened with
extinction due to the smuggling of
animals abroad, mainly to European
countries (France, Russia and others)
and the United States. Exotic pets
also become reservoirs for viruses
and are able to become carriers of
diseases from wild animals to humans
and can be transmitted by direct
contact with infected animals, dead
or alive [1]. 

In Russia, the use of wild animals as
pets is quite popular, as well as the
purchase and collection of small
derivatives. Much more damage to
biodiversity is caused by the loss of
habitat. The white-breasted bear and
other species of this genus are under
threat, as they are used for the
extraction of bile and paws, and the
tiger is also under attack, whose
bones are used in Chinese medicine,
many small animals are considered a
delicacy in eastern countries, for
example: the soft-bodied turtle. Also,
many animals become the object of
sports hunting such as: blue sheep,
markhor, and sometimes big cats. The
situation is aggravated by the lack of 

strict punishment for the destruction
of species from the Red Book. There
is also an underground market for the
capture and export of birds of prey to
the countries of the Middle East,
where they are used in falconry or
exhibitions. The main focus of
poaching for various purposes is the
Far East [2,3]. 

There are different aspects and
factors of the species
overexploitation problem, including
the growing size of the human
population (with growing needs as
well), cultural aspects (traditional
usage of species), the level of well-
being of the population and level of
education, legislative aspects (bans
and fines for poaching), information
support, general state of the
environment, biological and
ecological features of the fauna of
the area (whether the overused
species are becoming endangered or
extinct). 

One of the main results of species
overexploitation is the loss of
pollinators. Pollination is needed for
about three-quarters of global food
crops. The decline of honeybee
colonies due to disease, pesticides,
the disappearance of plants and their
habitat, poaching has prompted
serious concern [13]. 40 crop species
around the world are pollinated by
wild pollinators, and over time, the
disappearance of these assistants
may undermine the ability of
agriculture to meet the needs of the
growing and the increasingly huge
population of the planet [6,7]. 
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Legislation : strengthening of control
over the turnover of wild animal parts
by specialized services in the field of
nature protection in Russia and
France; tougher punishments for
poaching and illegal trade in wild
animal parts, live animals, products
of wild animal origin; entering and
refining the list of permitted species
for keeping at home as pet birds to
exclude from it - tropical parrots,
snakes, and other reptiles, large cats
and other species that belong to
category 1 and partially 2, 3 [11]; 
Introduce restrictions on the use of
alternative medicine and the import
of medicines from abroad, especially
in Russia and import from China.

Education: conduct educational
activities among school-age children
on the overexploitation of animals;
education and environmental
education for children on the issue of
pollinators loss;

Strengthen the protection of specially
protected natural areas , to prevent
the activities of poachers.

Establish an intergovernmental body
to monitor the illicit trade in animal
products between countries.
It is very important for France to 
control illegal trafficking in its
overseas departments and to carry
out educational activities there,
especially in French Guiana.

Implement economic and medical
support to local communities.

What we propose
Increasing the number of scientific
research in the field of environmental
protection and pollinators,
monitoring the status of pollinators.

Using less stringent methods of
farming; limiting the use of
insecticides and pesticides; using
biological methods of pest control of
agricultural crops; using more
environmentally friendly and
sustainable farming methods, new
technologies. For example, planting
green fences between fields, to
provide pollinators with a home and
breeding ground.

Support pollinators: identify key
locations with a high diversity of
pollinators and other insects
"diversity hotspots", and their
protection, protection of pollinators,
food bases [5], and their key habitats;
drawing more attention of business
representatives and housekeepers to
pollinators loss; carry out actions for
planting spring flowers to support
pollinators in the spring, develop
methods and landscaping systems to
restore the number of pollinators.

Encourage cooperation and
knowledge exchange between
scientists, practitioners, and policy
makers in Russia and France;
exchange of experience in the field of
nature protection between France and
Russia. Protection against invasive
species and new types of pathogens.
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To draw more attention from business
representatives and housekeepers to
biodiversity saving .

Engage social networks and media to
highlight the problem.

Increased conservation efforts for
common rare species for France and
Russia.

Strengthening the interaction of rare
species and their conservation with
EAZA and WAZA [12].
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separates them from non-native
species that are not considered to be
invasive or noxious. The majority of
non-native species introduced to a
new area are relatively benign, pose
only negligible impacts, or are
beneficial, yet, the minority of
introduced species that are invasive
cause billions of dollars of damage
annually [4]. 

The most dangerous situation with
invasive species is that the rate of
biological invasion is increasing
generally, with greater needs than
ever to predict their identities and
impacts [9]. Now the problem of
biological invasions of alien species
is one of the most important aspects
of environmental safety [1]. By
different estimations, there are about
500 alien plants and animal species
and of the 380 freshwater fish, about
120 are found outside its historic
range [3]. 

Most non-native species are thought
to fail to establish after arriving at a
new location; only a minority of
arriving species successfully establish
and even fewer of those are
ultimately considered to be invasive.
Many invasive species have a wide
ecological possibility, wide breeding 

An invasive species is an organism
that is not indigenous, or native, to a
particular area. Invasive species can
cause great economic and
environmental harm to native
ecosystems, cultivated ecosystems,
and managed landscapes. There are
different aspects of the invasive
species problem, including problems
connected with invasions of certain
groups of organisms (decrease in the
number of indigenous species up to
their extinction, direct harm to
people and domesticated animals
(bites, stings), the transmission of
pathogens), economic, biocenological,
and socially-political damage from
invasive species (property damage,
the need for the use of chemical
control agents (pesticides) and the
associated consequences). 

For example, in France, there are
more than 2200 introduced species,
including red-eared slider (Trachemys
scripta elegans) that is a serious
threat where present eating a wide
range of prey including amphibians,
fish, small mammals, ducklings and
small bird species as well as
molluscs, crustaceans and insects. 

It is this negative influence that
defines an invasive species and   

5.ERADICATING INVASIVE SPECIES
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potential, they are also adaptable and
quite hardy in relation to natural
factors, these abilities that make
their invasions successful.

Owing to global trade and travel,
non-native species will continue to
be introduced into new areas, but we
do not know which ones will be
invasive and where they will be
invasive. Thus, the question of what
to do about it remains an important
topic of discussion. Compounding the
problem is that even in developed
countries, resources for preventing
the arrival stage of non-native
species are limited; for example, only
about 2% and about 10% of inbound
cargo are inspected for non-native
species in the United States and New
Zealand, respectively [4]. 

Invasive species are a big problem for
the sea environment, an estimated
7,000 species are carried around the
world in ballast water every day [6].
At the moment, in the world, there
are control measures that allow
controlling invasive species, [7] but
we also need to work on new
methods, controls and research and
management of invasive species and
pests, one of the methods that could
be developed is genetic research. 

Many invasive organisms and pests on
the land are insects and plants. In the
water, big problems are sea and
freshwater invertebrates. The world
community must be focused on these
categories at first. International

cooperation is very important because
many invasive species are
becomingan international problem.
And many of them need complex
approaches to be solved. For
instance, invasions of organisms are a
very big issue for the law of Russia.
The Plant Quarantine Service of the
Ministry of Agriculture of the Russian
Federation in its modern state is not
able to cope with invasions of alien
herbivorous organisms into Russia
and needs a serious reformation. 

The phytosanitary legislation (in
particular, the Plant Quarantine Law)
often contradicts other national
legislative acts (e.g., The Natural
Environment Law) and the
international legislative provisions
signed by Russia. Besides, there is no
united organisation that could
combine efforts of all interested
institutions dealing with the invasion
problem and also the shortfall in
funding research on the problem of
invasive species. The almost
complete absence of specialized
institutions (institutes, laboratories,
research groups) on the problem of
biological invasions. 

There is a great lack of funds that
could support such research [2]. The
EU and France have more law
regulation in this sphere and some
species and pests are dangerous for
the territory of Russia, and they can
help with law and managing.
Management of invasive species
includes forecast and prevention of   
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invasions, finding possible ways to
reduce the detrimental consequences
of invasions, providing nformation
support, organisation of the legislative
framework.

2. To build up a network of experts
on the invasion problem which are
related to international groups and
organisations.

3. To make a point on the problem
of invasions of alien organisms in
social media. 

4. Increase international cooperation
with international organisations
which work with invasive species:
CABI, IUCN.

5. France and Russia must pay more
attention to their island territories
to control invasive species on them,
as they cause irreparable damage on
the islands. This is especially
important for France and its
overseas departments: New
Caledonia, Reunion, Guadeloupe,
Martinique, Mayotte, and other
island territories. For Russia, this
applies to the islands of the Kuril
Ridge and Sakhalin. 

6. Strengthening of work and greater
interaction with the UN in the field
of food security and development of
activities under the Cartagena
Protocol. 

7. Necessary to increase the study of
infestation as this will help to
develop a set of measures to combat
aggressive animal and plant species,
both on land and in the aquatic
environment. and with the
assistance of the scientific
community, representatives of the
Ministry of Ecology,
Rosselkhoznadzor and

What we propose
1. To establish an intergovernmental
body on control and prevention of
the introduction of invasive species ,
that would give a general estimation
of the current situation with
invasions of alien species into
Russia and France, reveal their main
transit routes, make predictions and
take measures on prevention, and
softening of their consequences, and
struggle with alien harmful species.
This intergovernmental body should
be able to develop a united
legislative basis controlling alien
species brought through the border
without sanctions, their introduction
and naturalization in Russia and
France and bring to conformity all
the legislative acts and provisions
related to this problem. 

To create the invasive species
monitoring system , to control the
most dangerous and harmful species
on land and water. To build
databases for different groups of
alien organisms with the purpose to
combine them into the united
national database on alien species.
To make and publish an annotated
list of the most dangerous invasive
species in Russia and France and
make focus on a common invasive
species in both countries. 
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Rospotrebnadzor, to develop
measures to combat invasive species,
control and preventative measures.

8. Support of genetic, ecology and
other research, projects, initiatives
that are connected with invasive
species and pests such: i5k initiative. 

9. Encourage cooperation and
knowledge exchange between
scientists, practitioners and
policymakers in Russia and France. 
Enhancing cooperation with local
environmental organisations and with
international organisations such as
the International Convention for the
Protection of New Plant Varieties, the
International Epizootic Control
Authority, Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations,
International Maritime Organization,
World Health Organization. World
Organization for Animal Health,
International Plant Protection
Convention, World Trade
Organization. 
10. To draw more attention of
business representatives and
housekeepers to invasive species. 

11. Ensure the integration of invasive
species into ecosystems , provided
that they cannot be eradicated, and
find applications for them in the
economy and other areas. 

12. Enhancing the development of
new methods of combating invasive
species and prevention . Global and
regional (biological in general [11]). 
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and the budget of the Russian Forest
Management Office is 10% of what it
was in 1990[5]. And finally, wood
processing machines are obsolete[6].
Lack of transport infrastructure is
one of the main problems in the
development of national timber
production [7]. All these difficulties
are impacting companies, which are
experiencing a reduction in their
ability to work.

However, wood and its trade play an
important role in the socio-economic
functioning of the Russian Far East.
About 20% of the population depends
on it [8]. Departments are working to
attract investment, through tax
exemptions and infrastructure
development, as measures will
influence the forestry sector and
contribute to its dynamism in global
markets. 

But to promote the processing of
wood in Russia, measures are also
being taken to prevent the export of
unprocessed raw materials and to
limit illegal exports [9]. Thus, from
the beginning of 2007, the Russian
government announced an increase in
tariffs on logs. Fixed at 20% in July
2007 it reached 80% at the beginning
of 2009 [10].

In September 2020, Russian President
Vladimir Putin reaffirmed the
importance of forests for the Russian
Federation: « One of the most
important and traditional branches of
our country, but also in the full sense
of the word, our natural heritage,
which has global ecological
significance »[1].

The central government is behind a
plan for forest development until
2030 that involves both the Ministry
of Trade and Industry and the Federal
Forestry Agency. The main resolutions
and recommendations are based on
two main goals: taking ecological
issues into account in forest
management and increasing the
contribution of forests to the socio-
economic development of the regions.
[2]

Nevertheless, the Russian Far East is
often perceived as a supplier of raw
materials and transit. [3] The majority
of these resources are sold in foreign
markets, particularly in China [4]. In
2013, wood brought 20% less to the
Russian economy than it was in 1990

6.ENCOURAGING INNOVATION AND ETHICAL
TECHNOLOGIES FOR WOOD PROCESSING IN

FAR EAST RUSSIA

Wood industry in Far
East Russia
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AIR EMISSIONS

Burning should be carried out in a
boiler or incinerator which has
systems that allow control over
airflow and temperature. Ensure that
boilers have appropriate controls for
stack emissions to the site-specific
requirements.

Dust emissions can occur from the
use of machinery to process logs,
from the storage of sawdust and
wood chips, as well as traffic
movements on internal roadways. Can
be managed by installing extraction
systems at sawdust sources such as
saws, moulding and sanding
machines. And dust emission from
roadways and log yards and other
open areas can be managed by
watering unsealed areas and by
regularly sweeping sealed areas. 

NOISE

Noise from activities should not
dominate or be intrusive, and should
not be 5dB(A) or more above the
normal ambient noise, for longer than
10 minutes, at any noise-sensitive
premises (e.g. a residence).
Companies should target the sources
of noise and take actions to limit or 

Improve the wood industry in Far east
Russia 

of noise and take actions to limit or
remove them at certain times.

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

Reuse and recycle waste material by
incorporating waste into other
processes such as using the waste
material as input for products in other
industries or by using it as a source of
fuel for power generation.

All types of solid wastes should be
taken to an approved recycling 
depot or collected by an approved
waste oil collection service for
recycling.

STORMWATER AND WASTEWATER

Stormwater discharged from premises
should not carry pollutants, such as
sediment, oil or grease which will
degrade the quality of any receiving
waters. This can be achieved by
preventing stormwater from mixing
with wastewater and by directing
stormwater away from areas that could
be a source of pollutants through the
use of a suitably designed stormwater
drainage system. Stormwater that
becomes contaminated should be
treated prior to discharge.

Rules of management of environmental issues in wood processing
The general rules governing the processing of wood in an environmentally

friendly manner, followed by a good number of companies in the Far East[11].
The largest is Russia Forest Product[12].
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Innovation and ethical technologies
in wood processing. 

Other companies are undertaking
genuine research and development
efforts to innovate and offer green
techniques. For example, as a great
illustration, DNS Les based in Spassk-
Dalny is the first manufacturer of OSB
plates in the Far East. They innovate
by developing two main technologies.
[13]

— The use of flich (горбыль/ wood
waste). Indeed, their goal is to
exchange roundwood (logs) for flitch
as raw material for OSB. The use of
flitch requires an extra 25% of wood
(in monolith volume) and some extra
expenses for removing bark. But the
final price of flitch as raw wood
material is the same as logs. DNS has
important expertise in the field of
bark removing lines specialized for
flitch. 
In Far East Russia, a majority of the
wood is exported as roundwood.
However, for the past 5 years,
exporters produce a lot of raw
squares and lumber from roundwood,
so more flich is available. Thus the
work of DNS is not only ecological,
since the company uses wood waste,
but also technically ambitious.

— Developing advanced glue system
This glue is based 40% on natural
resources (from tropical plants) and
60% on safe petrochemicals. OSB
boards are totally safe for users: 7 of
9 components are edible. Also, such a
glue system is very stable in wet 

climates as it is superior against rot.
From another ecological point of
view, the glue decomposes without
polluting so perfect for possible
future disposal.

However, companies that engage in
the green wood processing segment
face a number of obstacles. Among
them: the lack of promotion and
advertising. The interest of
communication in this area is that it
encourages these practices and makes
them known to the general public. In
addition, it would expand the reach of
these companies in very promising
markets. In addition to ecology, there
is, therefore, an ambition for local
development.

Our method
Russia has clearly announced its desire
to establish bio-refining technology and
an ecologically responsible way of doing
forest business in the Far East of Russia.
So we want to develop an idea in this
direction. We wanted it to require little
financial resources. Our ambition is to
focus on this issue of visibility because
many great initiatives and actions are
already undertaken, they deserve
recognition and respect . 

Visibility is a powerful and important
lever to encourage companies to follow
a more eco-friendly path while
guaranteeing revenue. With honest and
thoughtful development over the long
term, the forest industry has the capacity
to embody respect for the environment
and resources.
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new challenges.»[14]

— A collaboration between the
association PALEX and its companies
with the institutes and universities of
the region. (Palex is the main
association of foresters and forest
exporters in the Primorsky region[15].
They work for the effective
development of the forestry industry
in the Primorsky region on the basis
of the introduction of advanced
technologies.)

— This collaboration aims to
encourage innovation by sharing
knowledge and contributing to
cutting-edge training. There will
therefore be an exchange between
research and fieldwork through
facilitated internships and sharing of
techniques, etc. Also, the industry
will have a properly trained and
oriented workforce towards these
new technologies.

— With the polytechnic institute at
the University of Vladivostok.

3.  To foster an environment of trust
with international organisations.

— Invite international organisations
(FAO/EIA...) to come and see the
initiatives on a regular basis. Set up
meetings every year. This will allow
them to see innovations and
advances.

Our propositions and
ideas

1.  Mediating ecological initiatives to
make them known to the general
public.

— A communication on Rosleshoze's
Instagram account with a section
dedicated to this theme: "Responsible
forest business in Far East Russia".
Powered every month.

— A tab of the site will also be
dedicated to highlighting these
technologies as well as the
companies and people who
implement them. Regular feeding
also, every month.

— A supply of the site by
Rosleshoze's communications
managers. Some of the content could
involve civil society people, students
or young children who will visit
businesses and simply explain how
technology works.

2. Create a knowledge hub through
collaboration.

«Today, almost all industrial forest
regions are experiencing a shortage of
skilled personnel. The system of their
training is imperfect - the level of
graduates does not meet the
requirements of companies, they cannot
adapt quickly to new technologies and
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— These organisations will relay
industry knowledge in the Far East.

— The link between international
organisations and the Russian wood
industry in the Far East will be
through companies directly and not
just the ministry.

— This will create an environment
that encourages these ecological
practices and will establish control at
the same time.

— Invite international organisations
(FAO/EIA...) to come and see the
initiatives on a regular basis. Set up
meetings every year. This will allow
them to see innovations and
advances.

— These organisations will relay
industry knowledge in the Far East.

— In September 2020, Vladimir Putin
announced his intention to ban the
export of logs: "I am ordering from 1
January 2022 to impose a total ban
on the export of unprocessed or raw
products from Russia, only for the 
type of processed wood conifers and
precious hardwoods." However, the 
challenge for Russia is to have
enough capacity to process wood and
power an important internal market.

Value of the
recommendations for
the future
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— Our proposals seem to be adapted
to help create a favourable climate in
the industry in order to process wood
in an environmental way.

— The idea is to encourage and prove
that we can do forestry ethically, that
we need to encourage that.
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are otherwise difficult to
decarbonize. Hydrogen is the most
plentiful element in the universe. It
presents several advantages: it can be
produced without polluting, it is
storable, and it can carry energy. The
latter means—and this is crucial for
understanding the role hydrogen can
play in the energy production chain—
it is not a primary energy, unlike
crude oil or natural gas. It thus has to
be manufactured. [2] 

When it comes to its production, the
options are numerous. Hydrogen can
be generated from several primary
sources: fossil fuels, biomass,
biofuels, solar energy, water, and
nuclear energy. Hydrogen, therefore,
presents tremendous potential in the
production of clean energy. However,
so-called clean hydrogen production
is still marginal. In 2019, natural gas
accounted for three-quarters of the
global hydrogen production, followed
by coal (IAE Technology report, June
2019). [3] As stated above, hydrogen
can be generated from renewable
energy. However, with the production
of renewable energy still being
moderate both in France and Russia
and because of its high cost, nuclear
power cannot be ignored. [4]

This policy proposal is not defending

Since the Industrial Revolution and
the continuous rise of the world
population, global demand for energy
has kept on increasing. As of 2018,
about 81% of the energy production
is provided by fluid fossil fuels. They
remain cheap and widely available,
due to decades of enhanced
production and infrastructure-
building. 

Needless to say, the effects of fossil
fuels on the environment are highly
negative. [1] After numerous
international summits, it has now
come to a conclusion that countries
must act to maintain the rise of
global temperature below 1.5
degrees, as mentioned in the Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC). Today, the
Covid pandemic appears to be a
catalyst for change. Its long-term
economic consequences have
prompted states to respond with
unprecedented recovery strategies. In
this lies the opportunity to consider
environmental issues at the core of
such policy packages, in order to
initiate a meaningful green economic
transition and drastically reduce CO2
emissions. In hydrogen lies one of the
solutions to reach low emission
targets without hampering global
energy needs. It could play a leading
role in decarbonizing industries that

1.PROSPECTS FOR GENERATION OF LOW-CARBON
AND CARBON-FREE HYDROGEN THROUGH

FRANCO-RUSSIAN ENERGY PROJECTS 
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nuclear power as the best option to
tackle climate change and reach net
zero objectives. Yet, the renewable
energy sector is not sufficiently
developed to fulfil the needs of
hydrogen production. We must
therefore consider nuclear energy as
one of the options to act fast. 

Several countries have expressed
their interests in hydrogen and have
embarked on developing a hydrogen
sector. The IAE projects that low
carbon hydrogen production could
amount to 7.92 Mt/y (megatonne per
year) in 2030, according to its
Sustainable Development Scenario
(SDS). In comparison, the 2019
production of low-carbon hydrogen
only reached 0.36 mt/y. In its post-
Covid recovery plan, Germany affirms
the potential that lies in hydrogen, as
the “raw material of the future”. The
country wants to become the “world’s
supplier of the most modern
hydrogen production”, by allocating 7
billion euros to hydrogen production.
Following that trend, France has
mentioned the role of green hydrogen
in its Plan de Relance. It
acknowledges both the environmental
and strategic advantages of this
resource and has allocated 3,4 billion
euros in its development for the
2020-2030 period, especially
insisting on electrolysis and
transportation. 

The fact that the European
Commission has adopted an official
strategy on hydrogen in May 2020
further demonstrates that there is an
increasing global attention on 

hydrogen. It has also created the
Clean Hydrogen Alliance, in order to
coordinate the national strategies
and develop renewable and low
carbon hydrogen.

Russia’s intentions to develop the
hydrogen sector appear in several
strategic documents, such as The
Action Plan “Energy net” and the
Energy Strategy of Russia for the
period up to 2030 . It is worth
mentioning that the production of
hydrogen using nuclear power plants
is acknowledged as one of the ways
to develop its production. In practice,
Rosatom has announced plans to
create a network of hydrogen gas
stations and nuclear hydrogen
complexes in Russia as well as to
develop hydrogen production using
electrolysis in existing NPPs. [5] The
company can count on the current
nuclear energy production which
accounts for 19,04 % of Russia’s total
energy production in 2019, as well as
on the eight nuclear reactors planned
from 2022 to 2031 (IAEA, 2020). 

Acknowledging the strategic interest
of both Russia and France in
developing the low-carbon and
carbon-free hydrogen industry and in
implementing energy projects based
on low-carbon and carbon-free
hydrogen use - as outlined in the
Energy Strategy of the Russian
Federation until 2035 and in the
National strategy for the
development  of carbon-free
hydrogen in France - we propose
recommendations aimed at enhancing
hydrogen energy
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cooperation between Russia and
France in specific fields.

In Moscow, the car-sharing system
accounts for the largest car fleet
in the world with 30,000 vehicles,
as of the end of 2019. In the first
half of 2019, Muscovites made
more than 24 million trips via the
free-float mode of transport. As
estimated, one car-sharing vehicle
allows replacing 15 private
vehicles on Moscow’s roads, which
contributes to de-intensifying city
traffic and improving urban air
quality. 

2021 is the official Year of
Franco-Russian interregional and
decentralized cooperation. This
opens up a unique opportunity for
the two most innovative European
Cities to reinforce their
cooperation in the domain of
sustainability and Smart City
management while also inviting
young people to participate in the
development of the Moscow-Paris
Partnership for Innovation to
discuss the framework with City
officials, set common priorities in
line with Cities’ interests, and
elaborate agenda for bilateral
cooperation.

The above-mentioned practices
serve as innovative examples of
how capital cities can speed up
energy transition while addressing
climate change and supporting
new business models. Thus, we
suggest exploring the best

What potential for partnership?

Moscow-Paris Partnership for
Innovation and Sustainable
Development

In Paris, since the COP21 was held
in 2015, the world's first zero-
emission hydrogen taxi «Hype
Taxis» has been operating on the
streets of the capital. As of March
2020, with a taxi fleet of 110
vehicles, hydrogen-powered «Hype
taxis» have traveled more than 4.4
million kilometers, transported over
650,000 passengers and avoided
more than 2 tons of nitrogen oxides
(NOx) from entering the
atmosphere.

We acknowledge that the capital cities
of France and Russia, given their
significant economic resources and
innovation potential, play a key role in
accelerating energy-efficiency projects
which benefit the urban population. In
this light, we consider it crucial to
establish a direct format of «Moscow-
Paris Partnership for Innovation» to
scale up current energy-efficiency
public practices and scrutinize the most
prospective sustainable initiatives,
including that of hydrogen mobility.
What is more, this Partnership initiative
fits well in the official Year of Franco-
Russian interregional and decentralized
cooperation which favours special
bilateral cooperation between Moscow
and Paris.

What initiatives to look after?
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Not only will the gradual
introduction of hydrogen-based
vehicles in Moscow and Paris help
decrease the pressure on urban
environments and curb CO2
emissions but also will contribute
to the implementation of the two
National Strategies which
emphasize the support of
hydrogen use in the transport
sector. 
The policy and finance support of
public hydrogen transport and
vehicles by city authorities will
enable faster growth in emerging
economic sectors directly or
partially linked to hydrogen
production, transportation,
redistribution, and selling.

Car sharing and taxi services
offering vehicles on hydrogen
power should serve as business
models that may be later deployed
in other major cities of Russia

policy-making opportunities for
scaling up taxi and car-sharing
services powered by hydrogen in
both Moscow and Paris . With
rapidly growing car-sharing and
taxi markets in the capitals of
Russia and France, it is important
to stimulate the businesses
involved so that their growth
strategies include the deployment
of hydrogen-powered vehicles and
accessible and safe hydrogen
power stations responding to the
needs of hydrogen car users.

What implications to expect? 

(such as Saint-Petersburg,
Novosibirsk, Ekaterinburg, Kazan
and Nizhny Novgorod) and France
(such as Marseille, Lyon,
Toulouse, Nice and Strasbourg). 

Developing Hydrogen Energy in
the Russian Arctic

Under the Russian chairmanship
of the Arctic Council (May 2021-
May 2023), a project called Arctic
Hydrogen Energy Applications and
Demonstrations (AHEAD) will be
implemented in the Yamalo-
Nenets Autonomous Area which is
one of the Arctic regions of the
Russian Federation. The AHEAD
project will

The Russian Federation is an Arctic
state with its Arctic territories
amounting to nearly 3 million square
kilometers. It constitutes 18% of the
total Russian territory and is home to
more than 2,5 million people. As
outlined in the Strategy for the
development of the Arctic zone of the
Russian Federation and ensuring
national security for the period until
2035, renewable energy projects will
play a major role in facilitating
sufficient and reliable energy supply
for isolated and remote communities
in the Russian North. This opens up
new opportunities for the generation
of low-carbon and carbon-free
hydrogen, as well as paves the way
for joint Franco-Russian scientific and
entrepreneurial energy cooperation.

What initiatives to look after?
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The Snowflake IAS is designed to
foster international scientific and
cultural cooperation in the Russian
Arctic and is open for the
cooperation of both Arctic Council
member states and observer states.
As France is an Arctic Council
observer state, its environmental
institutions, businesses, energy
research centers and universities
may galvanize their participation in
the station’s programs if there is an
articulated interest. 

After testing carbon-free hydrogen
technologies and wind power at the
Snowflake IAS, the AHEAD project
plans to scale up the initiative to
provide reliable hydrogen energy
supply to 300 remote settlements in
the North with hydrogen generation
coming from wind power
renewables. The ambition
represents a double benefit: first, it
will support remote indigenous
Arctic communities in setting up
autonomous clean hydrogen
facilities which will be totally
localized and adjusted to the
community’s needs. Second, it will 

hydrogen engineering centers and
research units might apply for
testing their carbon-free hydrogen
technologies at the station and
improve its functioning in the real
site mode. This could be arranged
via contracts of temporary use of
hydrogen equipment that French
technology enterprises would like to
test in the Russian Arctic.

 

What implications to expect? As a space favouring for youth
visits, we propose organizing the
first-ever “Franco-Russian Arctic
Youth Module” in 2022 which will
help bring together a group of
French and Russian university
students from different study fields
to the Snowflake IAS and introduce
them to the cutting-edge energy
and environmental technologies
being developed in the Arctic, as
well as help them discover
traditions of indigenous peoples
who live in the area.

Given that the Snowflake IAS puts a
premium on testing clean hydrogen
energy supply in the Arctic, French

establish a year-round Snowflake
International Arctic Station (IAS)
based on fully autonomous
renewables and hydrogen energy
for finalizing, testing and
popularizing solutions in the future
environmental life-support
technologies, as well as other
technologies that improve living
conditions in remote areas in the
Arctic, such as medicine,
biotechnology, clean agricultural
technology, telecommunications,
robotics, the Internet of Things and
smart home/village, new materials
and construction technologies. The
station will also become a vehicle
for supporting joint international
research on climate change,
ecology and environmental
pollution, including that of the
oceans.

What potential for partnership?
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Being a country that administers
numerous remote territories and
settlements, France may also
benefit from testing clean
hydrogen equipment at the
Snowflake IAS. It will allow
French engineering companies
and energy suppliers to devise
new ways of providing clean
hydrogen energy to remote
Overseas settlements, such as
those at Saint Pierre and
Miquelon, Wallis and Futuna, and
the Dumont d'Urville Station in
the Antarctic.

Clean hydrogen generation for
supplying and empowering remote
and hardly accessible
communities might gain higher
commercial interest in the long-
run. The scientific testing and
first-ever deployment of such a
technology in the Arctic might
then be extrapolated to other
sparsely populated areas with
difficult climatic conditions and
ensure a permanent autonomous
carbon-free hydrogen energy
supply.

contribute to the decarbonization
of the Arctic and thus reduce
communities’ dependence on
diesel fuel. 

hydrogen by 2035 and 2030
respectively, the potential of nuclear
power appears to be crucial. Both
Nations operate the most high-profile
nuclear power networks in the world,
with 208 986,0 GWh generated in 2019
in the Russian Federation and 399
012.0 GWh generated the same year in
the French Republic. Moreover, Nuclear
represents France’s largest source of
electricity generation, while it also
comes second in the Russian electricity
generation profile just after Natural
gas. 

Today, with the advent of a hydrogen-
based economy and a growing need to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions,
Nuclear gains momentum as it is one of
the most optimal sources to produce
carbon-free hydrogen at a marketable
price. As the demand for hydrogen
continues to grow, the production of
hydrogen through nuclear power offers
an opportunity to significantly reduce
carbon emissions and boost innovation
in the energy sector. Thus, in order to
further address climate change, both
Russia and France need to seize the
opportunity and use the advantages of
their highly developed nuclear power
systems to scale up clean hydrogen
production. Building upon the 75-year-
old fruitful cooperation and close ties
between Russia and France in the
nuclear domain, it is high time to
expand the two Nations’ partnership on
low-carbon and carbon-free hydrogen.

What initiatives to look after?

In 2019, Russia launched its first
nuclear hydrogen production project.

Expanding Nuclear Cooperation
in Hydrogen Production

Taking into account the national
plans of Russia and France to
significantly scale up the production
of low-carbon and carbon-free
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This program, managed by the
State Atomic Energy Corporation
Rosatom, aims to produce
substantial amounts of hydrogen
each year while abandoning
carbon-intensive techniques, such
as steam methane reforming. The
hydrogen produced will be
intended for both domestic
consumption and export to foreign
markets.  

The State Atomic Energy
Corporation Rosatom is planning
to create a Hydrogen Energy
Center by the Kola Nuclear Power
Plant, in the Murmansk region of
the Russian Arctic . The project
aims to use the energy surplus
created by this nuclear power
plant to test low-carbon hydrogen
technologies for their further use
in mobility and transportation, in
particular, passenger trains.

In 2019, France launched
«Nuward» — a Small Modular
Reactor (SMR) project jointly
developed by the French
Alternative Energies and Atomic
Energy Commission (CEA),
Électricité de France (EDF), Naval
Group and TechnicAtome. The
project aims to create a safe and
competitive nuclear design meant
to broaden the range of solutions
for low-carbon energy offered by
the French nuclear industry.
Regarding the production of
hydrogen, the CEA envisages that
such an SMR as «Nuward» could
produce 100 tonnes of carbon-free

Energy surplus generated by nuclear
power plants in both Russia and
France may serve as the optimal
source for low-carbon and carbon-
free hydrogen production. In this
regard, French nuclear power
companies and the Russian
corporation Rosatom could realize
joint testing rounds at the future
Hydrogen Energy Center by the Kola
Nuclear Power Plant.

As the novel «Nuward» Small
Modular Reactor project will be
undergoing new construction,
testing and improvement
alterations, the State Atomic Energy
Corporation Rosatom’s experts
could be invited to participate at
certain stages of the technology
development of the «Nuward» item,
with further joint probation of its
capacity to produce clean hydrogen.

Amidst the growing global needs to
accelerate the decarbonization of
the energy sector, Russia and France
have all the necessary assets to
meet the Sustainable Development
Goals.  One of the most optimal
solutions lies in

hydrogen per day, which equals to
4% of French hydrogen production
in 2019 and is enough to power
40,000 light vehicles per day, or
1,200 heavy vehicles.  

 
What potential for partnership?

  
What implications to expect? 
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By adjusting their nuclear
industries to the commercial
production of hydrogen, Russia
and France will also ensure their
long-term energy security and
reinvigorate their environmental
commitments under the Paris
Agreement. 

The development of nuclear
hydrogen technologies will
accompany the Nations’ growth in
research quality and innovation,
investments, job opportunities,
and international trade.

making balanced use of their
nuclear power systems and
investing in clean hydrogen
produced from nuclear energy. 

Meeting of the Franco-Russian
Economic, Financial, Industrial
and Commercial Council (CEFIC)
(December 15, 2020): the Minister
of Economic Development of the
Russian Federation and the
Minister of Economy, Finance, and
Recovery of the French Republic
supported the diversification of
the bilateral cooperation through
covering such fields as
sustainable development and
hydrogen, especially in light of
2021 as the Franco-Russian Cross-
Year of Interregional Cooperation.
Thus, the Council’s meeting has
laid the foundation for the
hydrogen cooperation agenda in a
number of sectors, including those
related to transport:

First Franco-Russian Forum for the
development of the low-carbon
industry (September 30, 2020):
leading Russian and French
energy companies such as
Rosatom, Russian Railways, Air
Liquide, and the EDF group shared
their strategies and experience in
the development of hydrogen for
the transport sector. The French
aeronautics industry company -
the SAFRAN Group - confirmed its
interest in developing hydrogen
aeronautical technology via joint
projects with Russia .

Ministerial meeting (December 11, 

What initiatives to look after?

Aviation 

Expanding Franco-Russian
Cooperation in Hydrogen
Transport Industry

Being a fuel cell component with an
energy capacity higher than that of
electric batteries, hydrogen is
especially apt for fueling heavy
vehicles that are often used for long-
distance delivery and transportation.
In this regard, such features of
hydrogen as durable travel without
refuelling and climate universality are
considered major technological
advantages. The hydrogen transport
industry is therefore a prospective
field for Franco-Russian cooperation
given the countries’ export-oriented
economies and vast transportation
networks. 
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Energy Observer, launched in
April 2017, is the first boat in the
world that both generates green
hydrogen from renewables and is
powered by it. The vehicle relies
on a full-cycle hydrogen
production and consumption chain
based on different renewable
energies installed onboard: solar
panels, wind turbines, and a tidal
stream generator. Combining the
power of a hydrogen fuel cell and
electricity supply from
renewables, the boat is fully
autonomous and thus implements
long-distance travel without any
additional fueling. It has already
been tested in a so-called
«Odyssey for future» project when
the vessel successfully set on
from Northern France and reached
the Spitsbergen archipelago while
also navigating to such cities
along the way as Saint-
Petersburg. The project received

2020, Moscow): the Minister of
Industry and Trade of the Russian
Federation and the Minister for
Transport of the French
Republicexpressed a strong
intention to develop bilateral
cooperation enabling the use of
hydrogen as a fuel for aviation.
For this to be implemented, were
proposed research programs and
joint projects aimed to plan
hydrogen-powered airplanes
construction, evaluation of their
flight performance, and design of
their fuel tanks. 

Shipping

The French passenger rail
transport company Alstom
manufactures hydrogen fuel cell
trains that are CO2-emission-free.
The Alstom’s passenger train is
designed for operation on non-
electrified lines and is already in
service in Germany and Austria. 

In September 2019, at the V
Eastern Economic Forum Rosatom,
Russian Railways, a manufacturer
of trains Transmashholding and
the Governor of Sakhalin Oblast
agreed to cooperate for setting up
railway traffic using trains on
hydrogen fuel cells. The project
aims to produce the first
passenger trains that operate on
clean hydrogen and are CO2-
emission-free and deploy them on
the island of Sakhalin in the Far-
East of the Russian Federation
along with the necessary
infrastructure. The project also
intends to develop a hydrogen
train fuel cell, which includes
international technological
cooperation.

the high patronage of the President of
the French Republic as well as the
support of the European Commission,
UNESCO, and the International
Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA). 

Trains

 
What potential for partnership?

Taking into account the plethora of
hydrogen initiatives already being
devised within the Franco-Russian
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In this sector, developing hydrogen
aeronautical propulsion should be
a priority. Thus, the Ministry of
Industry and Trade of the Russian
Federation could facilitate the
SAFRAN Group’s search for a
Russian aeronautical company to
take up a joint research project on
hydrogen fuel cells for hydrogen-
powered airplanes. Such a project
should be multidimensional and
include all research stages: from
planning to construction to testing
to commercialization.

Elaborating on the operational
experience of the Energy Observer
vessel, Russia and France might
explore an opportunity to co-
finance a joint research project on
hydrogen fuel cells for cargo ships.
The project would also study cost-
reduction options, ecological
impact minimization, and fuel cell
characteristics for future mass
manufacturing. 
Once produced, the first Franco-
Russian hydrogen cargo ship could
be tested on the Northern Sea
Route which is becoming the most
promising global shipping artery. 

The Russian project of constructing
new hydrogen fuel cell trains is a 

economic, financial, industrial and
commercial Council (CEFIC), there is
much potential to launch joint
hydrogen projects, including the
following ones:

Aviation

Shipping

Trains

The realization of the listed Franco-
Russian cooperation initiatives will
accumulate a strong positive effect
in reducing CO2 and other
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in
the transport sector and will
therefore allow for higher
environmental achievements in the
framework of the Paris Agreement.
It will also unleash new
technological solutions to ensure
the achievement of the UN
Sustainable Development Goals and
specifically SDG 7 and 

Joint research and development of
hydrogen propulsion in airplanes
will be both a scientific and
commercial step forward towards
innovation in low-carbon civil
transport.

major cooperation opportunity as 
the potential for future scale-up is
largely due to the vast federal
railway system. In course of the
project’s implementation, Rosatom
and Transmashholding might
establish a partnership with the
French leading hydrogen train
company Alstom to launch
technological cooperation in the
field of hydrogen fuel cells
production. By combining the
companies’ expertise and
manufacturing resources, the
cooperation will enable the use of
best industry practices and a faster
realization of the project.

What implications to expect?

SDG 13 .

Aviation
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It will equally contribute to
safeguarding existing jobs and
creating new ones in the 

Realizing joint Franco-Russian
R&D will boost FDIs in the
industry and will help diversify
the product line.

It will contribute to the
decarbonization of aeronautic
transport and will also lower costs
in the long run.

In the short run, joint R&D will
bring innovation to the field of
cargo shipping whose
decarbonization potential is large:
it is estimated that hydrogen used
as a mixture with conventional
marine fuels (HFO) (50% of the
total fuel) can reduce CO2
emissions up to 43% per tonne-
kilometre. 

In the long run, being one of the
most popular modes of logistics,
hydrogen-based cargo ships
industries will benefit from not
being subject to carbon pricing
rules, thus augmenting their
global competitiveness.

Franco-Russian partnership in
hydrogen cargo ships R&D will
equally contribute to the
promotion of environmentally 

aeronautic manufacturing sector
which needs fresh economic
incentives in the framework of an
economic relaunch.

Shipping

Decarbonizing passenger train
system will serve as a good
practice of developing sustainable
regional and interregional railway
communication.
Franco-Russian company-to-
company cooperation in producing  
hydrogen fuel cells for trains will
accelerate the implementation of
the first Russian project on
hydrogen trains.
In the long-run, the cooperation
results may contribute to scaling
up the production of hydrogen
fuel cell trains for the Russian
railway system and engage other
regions in the program.

neutral shipping in the Arctic, with a
focus on the current and future
Northern Sea Route maritime traffic.

Trains

Limits to the Hydrogen proposal

There is no silver bullet and hydrogen
shouldn't be considered such.
However, it may be a way to help
reduce the CO2 in the energy mix
when produced with low-carbon
energy. What is more, one of the key
issues is water scarcity. The
production of hydrogen through
electrolysis consumes a substantial
amount of water that might lack. The
research project ClimSec (2008 -
2011) coordinated by Météo-France,
studied the risk of soil drought would
increase more rapidly and more
intensely in the years to come. The
projections show for the second half
of the XXI century some 
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unprecedented drought as France
could face continuous agricultural
droughts. The 1976 extreme
meteorological drought would be
surpassed by the end of the century.
Strong mitigations policies would
therefore be needed as suggested by
the report by Ronan Dantec and Jean-
Yves Roux for the senatorial
delegation for strategic foresight
(2019).

Sources
[1] Acar, Dincer, 2018, pp. 948.

[2] Hoffmann, 2012, pp. 2-5.

[3] Hoffmann, 2021, pp.8,9.

[4] Zhiznin, Timokhov, Gusev, 2020:
(p. 31357) pp. 31357-8. 

[5] Zhiznin, Timokhov, Gusev, 2020,
p. 31362.

[6] Soubeyroux et al., 2012.
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on the construction of new
incineration plants and the
decommissioning of older and less
efficient ones.

4. The European Commission expects
that the current situation, where
mixed waste makes up 52% of raw
materials for energy utilization
(mainly in incinerators), will change.

5. Separate collection rules and more
ambitious recycling regulations
covering wood, paper, plastic, and
biodegradable waste should reduce
the number of raw materials
potentially available for incineration.
Even though now in Russia
incineration is promoted as a way to
generate energy and get out of the
crisis, this contradicts the opinion of
the expert community, European
experience, and the principles of a
cyclical economy.

The energy source may be biogas,
which can be obtained from
agricultural waste, manure, municipal
waste, sewage, and food waste, but
we need to create a legislative
framework and develop the system of
collection of biodegradable waste,
and incentives for the development of
these spheres of the Russian
economy. In addition to legislative
and

The garbage crisis in Russia has
become obvious. Despite the
Government's efforts to organize
infrastructure for separate waste
collection, it's still just the first step
to the solutions. Given the European
experience, it is important for us not
to repeat the same mistakes. If earlier
incineration was considered a partial
solution to many problems, then after
a huge investment in incineration,
Europe has concluded that this is a
false solution. So it can lead us to
economically inexpedient costs and
environmental degradation and
contradict the sustainable
development goals.

2.MUNICIPAL DOMESTIC WASTE (SDW) -  
FOOD WASTE UTILIZATION FOR ENERGY

 
 

In particular, the European
Commission recommends [1] to the
countries that depend on
incineration:
1. Introduction or increase of taxes
on waste incineration, especially on
processes with small energy
production, while increasing landfill
taxes.
2. Gradual reduction of waste
incineration support projects and,
where possible, redirection of support
to higher-level processes in the waste
management hierarchy.
3. The introduction of a moratorium

Current situation
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Inclusion in the Federal Law “On
production and consumption
wastes” (Федеральный закон от
24 июня 1998 № 89 ФЗ ”Об
отходах производства и
потребления”) a norm
establishing a gradual limitation
of the turnover right up to a
complete ban on the turnover on
the territory of the Russian
Federation of non-medical goods
that are intended for single-use
and have reusable alternatives;
rejection of materials that are
difficult to recycle; prioritization
of the use of goods and materials
intended for reuse without the
stage of material disposal, as well
as the use of products and goods

infrastructure solutions, it is
important to pay attention to
educating the public about the
necessity of waste separation by
partition and the creation of a trust
to the waste collection separation, as
quite a lot of people doubt the
integrity of the system for waste
collection. It is important to promote
zero-waste culture through state
media and business.

All this will help us solve problems
not only with landfills but also
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
build a sustainable economy.

We propose the following measures
to solve the problem of waste
accumulation and to use solid waste
as an alternative source of energy:

Introduction of regulatory support
for principles of prevention of
waste generation, maximum use of
raw materials and reusable
materials.

Setting waste storage at waste
disposal sites as the least
preferable option for waste
management.

Elaboration of alternative projects
on the development of
infrastructure for separate waste
disposal and construction of
recycling facilities in compliance
with the approved hierarchy of
state policy on waste management.

Construction of centralized
enterprises for recycling
biodegradable waste.

Creation of conditions for priority
separate waste accumulation and
disposal of organic waste with the
subsequent use for the production
of commercial compost or biogas,
including the creation of a system
for stimulating technologies of
grinding and disposal of food
waste separately from the bulk of
the municipal solid waste.

Introduction of a ban on keeping
livestock waste in lagoons with the
ensuing obligations of farms to
send livestock waste for recycling
to produce biofuel and fertilizers.
[2]

made of secondary raw materials.
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Industrial symbiosis, as part of the
emerging field of industrial ecology,
demands resolute attention to the
flow of materials and energy through
local and regional economies.
Industrial symbiosis engages
traditionally separate industries in a
collective approach to gain
competitive advantage involving
physical exchange of materials,
energy, water, and/or by-products.
The keys to industrial symbiosis are
collaboration and the synergistic
possibilities offered by geographic
proximity. 

There are two distinct processes for
arising industrial symbiosis
initiatives: self-organization process
and third party planning or
engineered process. The latter is
expected to be more preferable for
both countries – Russia and France.
As the government together with its
institutions can play a lead role by
adopting corresponding legislation,
such as taxes reduction or economic
incentives for companies who adopt
symbiosis in their production systems
as it exists in Russia in terms of the
best available technologies (BAT). [3] 

In Russia, the concept of “industrial
symbiosis” neither gained popularity
among manufactures nor articulated
in legislation acts. However, there are
several prerequisites to it, namely,
elaboration of the concept of “eco-

in 16 regions regional and
municipal regulations imply
construction and regulation of
ecotechnoparks.
in 9 regions territorial planning
covers waste management through

technoparks”. For the first time, it
was mentioned in the project of
federal law “Industrial policy in the
Russian Federation” (has not been
implemented yet) as a response to
the President order (№2319,
15.11.2017). Actually, the definition
is paralleled with those for
“industrial symbiosis” and can be
unveiled as a “group of functionally
interdependent industrial facilities
and machines located within the
same region or adjacent ones, which
are designed to manufacture by
recycling industrial and household
waste”. On 25 January 2018, this term
was a little bit modified and codified
in the strategy of industrial
development of industrial and
household waste management up to
2030. [4] 

Despite more detailed definition,
comparable with the industrial
symbiosis, actually, the lack of
precise criteria, requirements, a
structured road map for translation of
this concept and specific legislative
acts or clauses in corresponding laws
and poor awareness of the key
touchstones, economic and
environmental benefits contributed to
misinterpretation and usage of this
term it anywhere at all. According to
official statistics:

Industrial symbiosis:
the problem
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regional programs, including
waste management through eco-
technoparks, are confirmed.
in 67 regions waste management
facilities are incorporated in local
agendas but ecotechnoparks are
not mentioned.
in 7 regions policy documents,
comprising the development of
eco-technoparks, have run out but
the new ones have not been
approved. [5]

institution,
law and regulation, 
finance, 
awareness and capacity building, 
technology, 
research and development,
collaboration,
market,

eco-technoparks; in 9 regions.

Unfortunately, companies are prone
to call themselves eco-technopark
merely because of sorting out dispose
materials, which represents only one
pillar of the whole concept of the
industrial symbiosis, for example,
Volzhsky (South Federal District),
Technopark Real-Invest
(Nizhegorodskaya Region), in
Murmansk Region, in Sverdlovsk
Region and others (all of them just
separation or recycling facilities
maximum).

Specific recommendations:

According to Teh et al., the
determinant factors of industrial
symbiosis are:

geography proximity, 
environment issues, and
industry structure. 

In response to the stumbling blocks
mentioned above and bearing in mind
prerequisites identified by the
academia to spur business interest in
this conception, we propose the
following solutions:

1. Insertion of several clauses in the
federal law “Protection of the
environment” or several chapters in
BAT Reference documents entitled
“Utilization and neutralization of
waste” or “Disposal of industrial and
household waste”, articulating (1)
precise criteria of industrial symbiosis
or echotechnoparks; (2) guidance
concerning this system
implementation and (3) other relevant
information fitting in a general
structure of the BAT Reference
documents.

2. Creation of the online platform for
collaboration between Russian and
French companies represented in both
national markets to get in touch with
each other for the purpose of creation
of industrial symbioses in both
countries. This platform should be
regulated by the government by
arranging meetings between potential
mutually beneficial partners. This
platform should provide examples of
successful cases all over the world as
in Russia the lack of a credible and
comprehensive database is
acknowledged to be the root of many
problems in this sphere.
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(i) avoid wasting energy, (ii) make a
better use of energy, (iii) produce the
energy needed from renewable
sources. Addressing those three
challenges is key in order to really
contribute to GHG emissions
reduction, with regards to specific
situations in different territories and
countries. In France and Russia, a
common task will be to promote
better insulation through the real
application of existing policies,
higher standards in construction,
renovation works and innovation. A
strategy that should also deal with
social and health issues by focusing
on energy poverty.

Russia: At the same time, the problem
is important as a social topic too
because the prices of heating are high
enough in Russia because of a long
heating term. An average household
(40-50 m2) spends approximately
8,000-12,000 rubles on heating per
month. The survey launched by ВЦИОМ
on this topic showed that this question
is important for 57% of Russians as
prices are rising by 10% per each year. 

As a matter of fact, there is a gap
between French and Russian GHG
emissions from the building sector.
Several basic reasons can help
understand why. 

When looking for efficient solutions to
tackle climate change, housing does
not always come to mind. Construction
is of course a heavy process requiring
lands, materials and engines with
severe consequences for the
environment. Such projects should be
carefully planned and monitored in
order to avoid any unwelcome impact,
but they are not the most worrying
side of the building sector from a
climate-friendly perspective. 

According to the last available data,
energy used in both residential and
commercial buildings is directly (e.g.
from fossil fuel burning for heating) or
indirectly (e.g. from electricity
production) responsible for around
17.5% of global GHG emissions (as a
comparison, whole transport sector
worldwide = 16.2%). A number that
grows a lot in developed countries
such as France (28%) and Russia (25%)
where people are accustomed to
higher living conditions than the
world average, but also have different
habits (see section 2, below).

Any comprehensive plan to tackle
climate change must consider rapid
and strong actions on energy
efficiency in buildings. It should
follow three main orientations
covering every possible issue at stake:

 3.ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN BUILDINGS 
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Needs: in both countries, heating
is the main energy consumption
item in buildings far from any
other. But basic knowledge on
temperatures in Russia helps
understand why the needs for
heating are higher and last longer.
It should also be noted that the
number of electronic devices for
residential and commercial
purposes is growing. 

Energy mix: France and Russia
differ a lot in the way they
produce energy. As nuclear plants
are the main energy provider in
France (42%), Russia still relies on
its important natural gas stocks
(54%) [1]. However, the specific
needs for heating in buildings are
best covered by natural gas in
both countries (around 30% of the
energy consumed in buildings in
France, in Russia - about 50%).

Wood is still very popular in
residential buildings and
electricity uses almost half the
energy consumed in tertiary
buildings.

Housing stock: in Russia, most of
the housing stock is outdated
regarding energy efficiency
standards, which was not the main
priority when they were built to
resolve the problem of
resettlement. Features in
buildings such as windows,
basements, poor quality walls, etc.
do not sufficiently prevent
significant heat losses,

France is facing similar
difficulties and tries to implement
its renovation plan, which grows
more and more ambitious as
climate goals are enhanced,
making only a little progress.

Technical matters: Most of the heat is
lost through the gaps between a
window and its windowsill. Thus,
batteries work for the street because
most heating batteries are situated
under windows, and the heat
immediately goes out if there is a
gap. This issue is the easiest to
address.
Most heating pipes and boilers are
situated in a basement, but this part
of a building has contact with soil
that is cold during winter, and
without any insulation, a significant
amount of heat goes out before its
delivery to flats, at the very first
stage.
Glass windows are very inefficient in
the issue of heating because there is
a gap between two or three glass
sheets that are filled with air, and
many gaps appear further because
wood is likely to change its form and
quality significantly because of
temperature influence. However,
modern windows with metallic-plastic
construction and a gap filled with
inert gas are far more efficient. 
Roofs have a large square, and they
are not always isolated from the flat
below them, that is why flats on the
highest floor often suffer from it, and
people need to buy some additional
heaters. However, it is very easy to
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Ensure the real application of
existing policies for buildings
improvement (see France
renovation policy and Russia’s Big
Repair program);
Work on the more suitable
solution (technical or financial)
for any area, group of people and
situation;
Consider higher goals for better
and faster reduction in GHG
emissions from buildings;
Share good practices and
experiences in implementing
policies and strengthening energy 

isolate roofs. Most roofs in Russia
have a plain surface, that is why their
look is not visible for most people,
and changes in it will not damage the
architectural look of the building as
it could with when insulating walls. 
Thus, gaps around windows,
basements and roofs are very easy to
isolate, but this isolation will let us
save heat and money.

 
In most cases, governments already
planned to work on energy
performances in buildings. Strategies
are generally in place at national and
local levels, combining compulsory
rules, financial incentives and
technical support. They provide for
both owners and tenants as well as
for specific needs in residential,
commercial and public buildings.
Sadly, actions rarely follow ambitions
as they should and strategies for
buildings’ renovation (often at the
heart of such plans) are not met with
expected results. Hence, five goals
should be pursued:

Support scientific innovation on
energy efficiency in buildings by
facilitating collaboration between
countries. 

Launch a program of replacing old
glass windows with a plastic one
in 90% of state-owned buildings
and a program of providing help
with the replacement in private
households;
Launch a program of insulating
basements, roofs, and walls which
energy efficiency is not enough;
Before launching the programs, it
is necessary to organize the work
of specialists groups in place in
order to make lists of the
buildings that need innovations
mentioned above;
These proposals are most
essential for the North of Russia
where the longest winter season
exists and most inefficient
buildings remain. As we can see,
such moves will let us decrease
energy losses not changing the
building view.

performance in buildings with
other countries;

Technical aspects and details to
discuss: According to the facts said
above, we came to these conclusions.
In order to decrease the percentage
of losses, it is necessary to:

Several barriers make it harder than
it seems. First of all, the huge share
of global GHG emissions from energy
used in buildings is impressive, but
each building only accounts for a
negligible part of it. Moreover, older 
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buildings face bigger energy-related
difficulties and need more
consequent work, making it difficult
for the poorest populations. Solid
results can only be obtained by
conducting very broad actions on a
large number of buildings, which
raises logistic, financial and
organisational issues.
Then, the right balance needs to be
found between reconstruction with
higher environmental standards and
renovation of existing buildings. In
the same view, the definition of
specific characteristics (such as
construction date, type of heating
devices, part of energy bills in
household expenditures, etc.) is key
in implementing such a program as
well as a clear vision of the support
provided (subsidies, technical advice,
loans, etc.).

Finally, the building sector involves a
great diversity of actors from
decision-makers at local and national
levels to citizens having to make
choices for their homes or offices,
without forgetting constructors or
contractors and research for
innovation. Programs for buildings
improvement can be realized at any
level of authorities, but
municipalities are particularly
relevant to collect the necessary data
and implement the targets.

On the other hand, working on energy
performance also provides a lot of
benefits for households, as their
payments for heating will decrease
and their comfort will improve, and
the national/local energy production 

given that heat plants workload will
also decrease allowing for a longer
lifespan and a better sharing of
energy production between
neighborhoods. The Paris Agreement
celebrated its fifth birthday in
December 2020. 

Back in 2015, almost all countries
decided to join forces and share a
common ambition: keeping a global
temperature rise this century well
below 2 degrees Celsius above pre-
industrial levels and pursue efforts to
limit the temperature increase even
further to 1.5 degrees Celsius. As
developed countries, France and
Russia have bigger responsibilities
and should lead the way for climate
action, especially since scientists are
still raising alarms on the climate
emergency and the need for stronger
commitments. It is then crucial to
work on GHG emissions in building in
order to make real progress in
climate change mitigation,
improvement of living conditions and
energy and money saving. 

The right action has to be ambitious
(provide sufficient financial and
normative incentives), inclusive
(taking into account every
stakeholder) and efficient (there is no
time to waste). It is impossible to
replace all buildings with new ones,
but it is possible to improve existing
ones and contribute to energy
transition. 
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that the whole economic system is
based on extraction industries and it
implies a number of risks and limits.
Indeed, it creates dependency, as the
recent fall of the ruble following the
sharp drop in the price of oil has
shown. One quarter of the Russian
PIB depends on the revenues of the
oil and gas sector [2]. Companies as
Russian coal co. and GazProm are one
of Russia’s most important, they are
also among the most polluting. 

 

This not only makes Russia overly
responsive to the price of energy, but
it also hides and hampers its
capacities and the necessity of
diversification of the economy in
times of almost globally admitted
climate crisis and deprives the
country of time to act.

The extraction and exportation of
natural resources is a security
guarantee and negotiation argument
for the Russian economy and politics.
However, the changes are to be
implemented and all obsolete ideas
and technologies must be removed.
All shifts are supposed to be based on

It goes without saying that the
viewpoint of running ‘business as
usual’ has stopped working already
for a long time. Since the 70s of the
XXth century, quickly developing
companies started to talk about
entrepreneurial responsibilities
beyond business processes, and their
duties to society and the
environment. Now top consulting
agencies name non-financial
analytics an integral part of the
documentation of the key players in
the banking sector (Deloitte,
Sustainable Development report,
2017, 29). Unavoidably, these
tendencies and global plans to
achieve SDGs lead to the urgent
necessity for all sectors to renew and
review existing approaches and
policies, paying more attention to
industrial ecology in the case of
industries.  

Despite Russia has still one of the
most important world GDP these days
[1], its industrial system has been
withdrawn on a windfall economy,
mainly based on natural resources
extraction. Although energy from
fossil fuels still copes with the needs
of such a huge country, as well as it
allows exporting the fuels as raw
materials. 

Nevertheless, the main drawback is

 4.RENEWING RUSSIAN INDUSTRY SYSTEM 
 
 

Russian Coal Co is the eighth most polluting
industry in the world according to the ONG
Carbon Disclosure Project: 1.86% of the
world's CO2 emissions. GazProm, the 3rd:
3.91% of the world emissions. 
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industrial ecology. Also named the
science of sustainability, industrial
ecology is the means by which
humanity can deliberately and
rationally approach and maintain
sustainability, given continued
economic, economic, cultural, and
technological evolution".[3] It implies
seeing every industry as a part of a
globally connected ecosystem. In
order to optimize processes, one can
not ignore the surrounding system of
plants or any kind of industrial zone.
Optimisation occurs at each step of
the industrial cycle, from virgin
material, to finished material,
includes components incorporation,
and addresses the obsolescence and
the ultimate disposal problems. 

We strongly believe that all
technological processes in the Russian
oil and gas industry, which are still in
high use for energy production, need
to be renewed, and seek to be
replaced with renewable energy
sources. In the next chapter we want
to articulate our suggestions for the
Russian energy system in four parts,
once again emphasizing the current
state, challenges and space for
improvements and necessity to think
about industrial ecology.

Compensation
Carbon footprint
Problem:
A carbon footprint is an amount of
GHG emissions caused. It includes
both carbon dioxide and methane and
it is produced by many activities
(combustion of fossil fuels, land

Life-cycle assessment (LCA) [4]:
measure environmental impacts of
a product through its life cycle.
ISO standards present
methodologies to conduct an LCA
and further sophisticated studies.
Greenhouse Gas Protocol [5]: a set
of standards to track and quantify
GHG.

clearance, production of
manufactured goods…). Since the
Kyoto protocol, countries have to
quantify their carbon footprint. In
order to measure an industry’s carbon
footprint, different methods exist. For
example:

Prediction of GHG emissions is also
possible. Most of the Russian ones
are due to the energy sector [6]:

Combustion (reduce its GHG
impact to the carbon one) 

Possible solutions: 
Methane :
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Anaerobic oxidation of methane
(AOM) [7] (complex subject, studies
are still ongoing, but it seems that
marine micro-organism oxide
methane which results in a
significant reduction, if not
disappearance, of methane)

Make it automatic for companies to
be held liable if they gained at the
expense of nature.
Make it mandatory for companies to
offset their carbon footprint or
require it.

Natural resources: Land use, land-
use change, and forestry. 
Regenerative agriculture [8], by
simple changes, allows to
sequestrate more carbon in soil and
is a path to sustainability, both in
agricultural production and carbon
emission.
Tie an industry/company to a city:
symbiosis to achieve together a
carbon-neutral objective.
Create local programs, so that
concerned areas can choose how to
use the funding (for example
Norilsk may have a special need in
decontamination while other cities
may prioritize renewable energy
investment, building, renovation)

Companies :

Invest in carbon offset credit: Certified
programs will invest the funding in
green projects (ex: NativeEnergy -
Carbon Offset Providers | Programs &
Projects for Emission Reduction)

Funding of local projects, invest in: 

The need is equally about the
obligation for companies to
compensate for their carbon 
footprint, that it is for guaranteesthat
they will actually do it. Respect for
both international standards and
national and local legislation must be
enforced. Moreover, companies must
have financial and judiciary
guarantees that once their carbon
footprint is offset, they have actually
completed their carbon offsetting duty
for the period.

Moreover, the compensation
mechanism put in place has to be
clear: one must know where
companies put their compensation, be
able to follow where the money is
spent (if it is in decontamination,
national parks, water quality…). There
is also a need for the inclusion of civil
societies, environment commission &
expertise on where should the money
be allocated once paid by the
company.

Transformation
CSR and ESG standards

Problem: 
Despite the evolving attention to the
ESG indicators in the business sector
of the developed countries and the
importance of the standards in the
decision-making of the investors,
Russia is still struggling to catch up
with the implementation and
formalization of non-financial reports,
which can demonstrate how these
indicators are embedded into all 
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It is essential to carry out
workshops, seminars with
managers of energy companies in
terms of changing their attitude to
the CSR and ESG , including talks
and consultations of experts on
climate, NGOs representatives;
Implementation of ecological
education for engineers, technical
experts which will get a better
understanding of how their
technologies impact the local
communities and environment;
Along with compliance manager
regarding anti-corruption and anti-
monopoly regulations, support 

business processes. Expert A. Kostin
names the 2000s as the turning point
for the large Russian companies to
turn their faces to the NCSR topic.
On-binding international standards,
subtle internal regulation leads to
ignoring these indicators or taking
them formally without real
implications of necessary activities
and with superficial changes for the
investors and protection of reputation
without a systematic approach. The
reason is that Russian companies do
not see profit in the short-term,
spending resources on ESG. The other
way around they reckon CSR response
is distracting from business goals and
more sustainable solutions like a
financial burden. The main issue
seems to be the attitude of the
businessmen to the CSR and inclusion
of ESG indicators to the agenda,
meaning missing out on the whole
concept of the industrial ecology.

Possible solutions:

hiring special ESG auditor which check
whether the energy companies meet the
requirements on CSR performance.

Methane emissions
Problem :
Methane is the second most important
anthropogenic greenhouse gas, being
responsible for 58% of the total climate
forcing impact that CO2 has
experienced since 1750. [9] Climate
forcing is the modification of the heat
balance of the atmosphere due to an
increase in GHG concentration.

Methane is “worse” than CO2: Global
warming potential (GWP) is often used
to compare different greenhouse gases,
but this metric has a number of
shortcomings. Perhaps most
importantly, its value depends on the
time frame considered. For example,
over a 100-year period, which is the
global standard, the GWP of methane is
36 times that of CO2. Whereas over a
20-year period, which is often used to
represent short-term climate impacts,
the GWP of methane is 87 times that of
CO2. Because these numbers are used
as direct multipliers in the calculation
of emissions, the impact of the time
frame is both linear and significant. We
can see that among anthropogenic
sources, oil and gas supply chains are
the second largest contributor (Fig.1).

Global annual methane emissions from
anthropogenic sources. In order of
importance:
1) Agriculture
2) Oil and gas supply chain
3) Landfills and waste
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settlements built around a single
plant, mine or enterprise during the
era of planned economy in the USSR.”
[10] They represent about 14% of the
Russian population and 30% of the
Russian PIB. [11]

As these cities are focused on this
one and only work opportunity, if
something goes wrong with it, there
are very few ways to absorb the
impact. This has been the case during
the 2008 crisis, as monocities are
often specialised in metallurgy, coal,
oil, paper, and chemical industries
which have been the most heavily
affected by the crisis. This led to
numerous dismissals and so social
tensions. [12]

As monocities were built more than
30 years ago, they’re lacking in
modern infrastructures, social
infrastructures have weighed on
corporation’s profitability, which only
increased the risks of total work
disappearance, and currently, very
few companies are interested in
renovating these old complexes. [13]
One of the most well-known monocity
is Norilsk, focused on mining,
particularly nickel, which
unfortunately turned it into one of
the most polluted cities in the world.
[14] The problem of monocities built
around mines is twice bigger, as it
combines social and ecological
issues.

Current solutions:
Russia has created a fund for
monocities reindustrialisation (2014)

Investments into such programs as
LDAR: Leak Detection and Repair. 
Modernisation of facilities and
plant equipment.
Development of a systematic
legislative approach to checking
obsolete pipes, annual auditing of
the plant equipment state.
Incentives for the energy
companies which are ready to
reduce the use of methane and
invest in more sustainable
processes.

Figure 2

Possible solutions:

Monoindustry cities 
Problem:
“Monocities are small cities and town

4) Coal supply chain
5) Rice cultivation
6) Biomass combustion
7) Biofuel combustion

Figure 1
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Only fund projects unrelated to
the core industry of the city.
Human capital reinforcement.

Endogenization of initiatives: the
ascension way. Not from the State
but from people themselves

SKOLKOVO Innovation Center: [15]
“The Russian Silicon Valley”. There
has been a whole project of study and
modernization of monocities all
across Russia. It started with an
education program: “The goal of the
program was to create active and
passionate teams in the monocities,
so they could change the situation in
the city with “grassroots initiatives”
and use government assistance in a
most effective way. The ultimate goal
was to bring investments, create jobs
and change infrastructure – so it was
not only about education, real
projects were developed and
implemented in the course of the
program.”

Possible solutions & opportunities:

Monozones can be found in France
too: the entire region was specialised
in one and only industry, which
disappeared due to lack of
profitability. And plans from the State
(usually through subventions for
keeping regions afloat) never cured
the problem. For example, the Cholet
region, “originally specialized in
industries in decline, has successfully
converted itself by integrating high-
tech into a traditional industry, where
the government plans to consolidate 

This innovative and dynamic soil,
once in place, is a way of
accelerating the 3rd industrial
revolution. [17] Innovation can be
improved in Russia. [18]
Industrial symbiosis & circular
economy: Create an innovative
ecosystem by the proximity of
complementary plants but also of
various areas of expertise. It
would help both innovation and
efficiency lost with distance. 

companies to become "world-class
companies" had failed. This was made
possible by the quality of its social
capital, its territorial ecosystem,
which constitutes an "innovative
environment" made up of
relationships of solidarity between
economic and political actors rooted
in the tradition of social Christianity,
which stimulates synergies between
companies, cities, rural workshops,
and training facilities. This bottom-up
approach, rooted in networks and
social capital, has succeeded while
top-down approaches by the state
have failed.

Another example of a successful
conversion is the Swiss-Jurassian
watch industry, which, thanks to the
dynamics of its territory and its social
capital, was able to resist the digital
watch offensive by integrating digital
technologies into the traditional
high-end design of Swiss
watchmaking.” [16]

Technoparks : induce innovation and
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Need : use state funds to bring and
incorporate technologies in
monocities, for companies but
also for people. The path to
efficiency is also key for
monocities, and encouraging local
projects leading to the production
of their own renewable energy is
suggested.
Partnering Russian and French
monocities as a way of sharing
innovation, accelerating their
modernisation and opening new
horizons for their inhabitants.

positive synergy between the local
corporations, big firms, and
universities:

Cooperation
Problem:
Russia used to act independently,
developing its own approach and
internal initiatives in the sphere of
resource extraction and energy
export. The international project, a
notorious one among the
environmentalists, is the Nord Stream
2 - a 1234 km pipeline from Russia to
Germany through the bottom of the
Baltic sea. Although officially the
project promises environmental
monitoring and the adherence of the
Nord Stream 2 to the International
Finance Corporation’s Performance
Standards, activists think it will lead
to the growth in consumption of gas
in Europe, including gas as an energy
source. Moreover, they give proof that
the project is far from being reliable,
safe, and sustainable for the
environment, taking photos of dead
plants due to the construction

Creation and development of a
joint venture, which makes SDG
achievement their priority and
industrial ecology concept their
moto.
Improvement of the conditions
and financial support for the
foreign energy companies which
suggest green alternatives for the
industry.

Engagement of Russia with
decarbonization projects, such as
Deep Decarbonization Pathways,
in which France is already a
member and contributes with
innovative and sustainable
solutions in the energy sector.

Innovation and energy auto
sufficiency must be induced at the

processes. For such international
collaboration in the energy sector
nature has to pay a high price.

Possible solutions:

Readiness for such initiatives in the
energy sector has already been
announced: Russia is ready to offer a
range of joint projects, and to
consider benefits for foreign
companies that would like to invest
in clean technologies [.. .] in our
country". The main part is to start
acting in that direction.

Our global proposition: a virtuous
local circle.

Combining each of the preceding
aspects leads us to the following
proposition:
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Companies that have a negative
impact on their environment,
whether it be socially or
biologically, must compensate for
it, locally.

local level, particularly in
monocities, through technoparks
for example.
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consequences on the Planet. To draw a
little overview, the yearly energy
footprint of the digital sector is
increasing by 9% every year. On a
planetary scale, the ecological
footprint of digital technologies is
equivalent to a continent 2-3 times
larger than the territory of France). [2] 

Following this trend, in 2040, the
sector would contribute to 14% of the
global emissions (more than the
current emissions of road transport
which counts for 11,9% of emissions).
The digital pollution drivers and
negative externalities may be divided
into three categories: the
manufacturing of the devices [3], their
uses [4], and finally the end of the use
of life of the items [5].

Even though France is more ahead as
far as recycling is concerned, thanks to
the European directive 2012/19/EU on
waste electrical and electronic
equipment (WEEE), the French results
are still under the European goal.
Therefore, if Russia and France jointly
choose the path of digital sobriety,
they could become world leaders in
tackling this issue.

The digital transformation of our
societies at work is a ground-
breaking chance for the world,
disclosing knowledge, enhancing
collective creativity, globally tying
people.

The massive digitalization [1] of both
French and Russian societies is often
seen as a key solution to reach the
decoupling between the rate of
carbon emissions due to our
economic system of production and
consumption, and the economic
growth, relying on the exploitation of
fossil energy. However, as it was
stated in April 2018 during the
United Nations Conference on Trade
and development: “The digital
disruption offers real opportunities
for the development, but if we
stumble in the dark, we will not be
able to benefit from it”. Digitalization
doesn’t dematerialize the economy. It
remains a tangible field, with its
already known negative drawbacks.
The major issue is that the
development of a data-driven
economy has led to a growing use of
digital technologies in all aspects of
our society that have had major

5.ACHIEVING DIGITAL SOBRIETY  
 
 

The issues of thoughtless
digitalization: 

Analysis of data
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Production: To be produced, digital
devices require various raw materials.
However, the current overproduction
will lead in the future to the scarcity
of resources like copper, cobalt, and
lithium, for instance.These raw
materials come from various parts of
the world: gold comes from Australia,
Lithium from Bolivia, Tantalum from
Congo, Rare Earths from China… A lot
of energy is required, from the
extraction and transportation to the
components assembly, an energy that
is still, in our world, produced thanks
to non-renewable sources. The
smaller the device is, the more
energy is required to produce it. For
instance, there is 80 times more
energy required to produce a gram of
smartphone than a gram of car. To
these facts must be added the
pollution of ecosystems linked to the
extraction of raw materials, as for the
pollution of the Waimiri-Atroari’s
river in the Brazilian Amazonia.

Consumption: In France, for instance,
people receive 936 newsletters per
year, on average. It corresponds to
the emission of 9kg of carbon
dioxide. Nonetheless, one of the main
energy consumption from our digital
uses is the result of video streaming
(60% of the data flows on the
internet). The global consumption of
streaming video is accountable to 300
million tons of CO2 every year.

Data centers: Even though necessary
for the digital economy, in France,
10% of electricity is required to
enable the 156 data centers to

function. The production of heat is
significant, justifying that 40% of the
electric consumption is only used to
cool them. 

End of life: e-waste management &
incentive Constantly discarded waste
produces a huge amount of electronic
waste. For instance, in 2019, France
produced about 20 kg of e-waste per
capita, and Russia 11.3 kg. In total,
more than 53 million tons of this type
of waste was generated on the planet
(this mass is comparable to the weight
of 5300 Eiffel towers). These figures
are given in the Global E-Waste
Monitor, an annual report on the
disposal of electrical appliances in
different countries of the world. The
report also predicts that global e-
waste will reach 74 million tons by
2030, almost double the 2014 figure,
driven by higher rates of electricity
and electronics consumption, shorter
life cycles, and limited repair
capabilities. [6], [7].

Recommendation
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Creating an incentive to make
digital firms innovate in a way that
will decrease the raw material
used, limiting their impacts on
ecosystems and on human beings,
or producing new devices through
reusing recycled materials.
Creating a label that would make
visible the environmental impacts
of a device, according to its carbon
emissions during the production
phase.

Production: 



Regulating planned obsolescence:
with scientific data, determining
the lifetime of a digital device
and obliged the digital firms to
take back an item that would have
stopped to work before its life

Regulate some aspects of the
digital economy, that aims to
attract users' attention and
maintain them on the platform as
long as possible: it can be done
through regulating violence and
fake news on these platforms (as
it is the content that attracts and
keeps people on the platforms
longer).
Regulate the quality of video
available by setting a low-quality
default choice (if the user wants a
better one, she or he would have
to opt-in the better quality).
Systematically structuring data
centers in a way that makes it
possible to reuse the heating loss
to cool the machines, for instance,
reusing the heat to heat the
buildings near the centers.
Consequently, it would lead to a
decrease in energy consumption,
and the energy of heat would be
reallocated and not lost.

expectancy. At the law level, make
the companies extend the service
life of electrical appliances so
that the buyer has the right to
repair their device, and not buy a
new one. [8] 

Consumption:

Recycling & developing a refurbished
sector:

Funds should also be allocated from
the budget of the subject of the
Russian Federation for the 

Enhance a collaboration between
Russia and France on recycling
digital devices, to better know the
process (more research is needed
because we still don’t know how to
recycle some materials that make
some devices) but also realising
economy of scale if putting their
sectors in common for e-waste
management and recycling. 
Develop a refurbished sector, and
make it possible for every user to
bring back to some visible
collecting centers or shops their
digital device (this second principle
already exists in France) for free,
and without conditional purchase. 
In Russia, сreate a system for
monitoring the recycling of
electronic waste, which collects
data for statistics too. It could be
imagined according to the way
ADEME works (environmental
agencies and energy supervising).
Impose the traceability of every
component of digital devices that
enter the French and Russian
market, which would make the
recycling process easier, as it is one
of the main obstacles faced today.

It is necessary to create a system to
regulate how private companies recycle
e-waste.

organization of sites for collecting
or accumulating electronic waste
and transporting it to a recyclingor
neutralization processor.
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Many companies, especially global
leaders, may refuse to review the way
they produce electronic devices
because they will feel that they are
only losing money. But the reality is
much more complex. Indeed, through
enhancing innovation, forcing the
companies to take into account their
impacts on the environment, they
could still be able to produce, but
more performant devices. Maybe it
would lead to a certain decrease of
production, compensated by a little
increase in prices. However, as
planned obsolescence would be
regulated, people would be able to
afford this as they would buy fewer
devices. This modernization of
production will be compensated by
the development of recycling and
refurbished sectors that could be
given to the firms and become an
economic market, based on
refurbished items and recycled
material. The development of these
sectors will create great
opportunities and the obvious one is
the creation of new jobs.

Nonetheless, the decrease of
streaming video quality has not to be
so high to see a real impact on
emissions. The user won’t notice it,
whereas it could be an important way
to save money for firms, such as
imposing email box cleanings.

We clearly believe that the
importance of digital sobriety plays

a crucial role in the sustainable
development of our countries. We
want you to take into account data
that confirms the negative impact of
reckless use of electronic devices. A
rash increase in the consumption of
electrical devices has a number of
significant environmental
consequences: reduction in the
number of minerals due to growing
production, constantly growing
number of carbon emissions, a huge
amount of landfills full e-waste that
contain hazardous materials.
Therefore we are confident that the
solution to this problem should be
implemented at all three levels of use
of electrical appliances: from
production with consumption to
disposal. 

The goal - digital sobriety - requires
sufficient time and financial
resources and can only be achieved
through cooperation between France
and Russia, both on a bilateral basis
and within the framework of
international cooperation. Since the
use of experience, including mistakes
and achievements, of other countries
is a component of development.
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As a result, the coronavirus pandemic
has forced many countries to rethink
their sustainable development
policies. European countries are
putting even more emphasis on
overcoming the crisis with the help of
a "green" economy, including green
energy. As the European Green Deal
puts it："The EU aims to be climate
neutral in 2050” [1]. It requires
several policy areas including green
energy. According to the European
Green Deal, by 2023 EU Member
States will update their national
energy and climate plans to reflect
the new climate ambition. 

The Russian Federation has also
begun to pay more attention to both
alternative energy sources and
investment in green technologies. It
is planned that by 2025 4.5% of
electricity in Russia should be
generated from alternative sources of
generation [2]. It is assumed that
from 2025 to 2035, about 400 billion
rubles will be invested in renewable
energy, deeper localization of
production will be provided and at
least 7 GW of capacity will be built. 

According to the Global Carbon
Project (GCP) research network,
carbon dioxide emissions decreased
by 7% in 2020. However, positive
changes cannot be lasting. Only

Coal, oil, and natural gas remain the
most common nonrenewable energy
sources in the twenty-first century.
The trend toward converting to
alternate energy sources was evident
as early as the mid-twentieth century,
but it was not taken seriously in many
countries. However, the perception of
relatively conventional energy sources
has shifted in recent years. 

In 2020, the COVID-19 epidemic threw
energy markets into disarray.
Lockdowns, the shift to online work,
and restrictions on travel and
industrial activity have led to a
decline in global energy consumption
of about 4%. Consumption of
renewable energy sources, especially
solar and wind, increased, while
demand for oil, gas and coal fell that
year. This has even affected the
largest oil companies, such as BP,
Shell and Exxon Mobil. In response to
dropping pricing, these businesses
have announced job layoffs. In early
2020, BP and Shell announced plans
to achieve net-zero emissions by
2050, demonstrating that more oil and
gas companies are convinced that
investing in low-carbon energy
sources is a superior business
decision. Trafigura, a big oil dealer, is
another example. By 2025, Trafigura
plans to invest $ 2 billion in
renewable energy.

1.GREEN ENERGY 
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Increase the use of renewable
electricity in buildings,
transportation, and industry, for
example, by using heat pumps and
electric vehicles.
Maximum reduction in the use of
traditional energy sources: coal, oil,
and natural gas, etc.
Each city should adopt plans to
switch to alternative energy
sources, depending on
geographical,

long-term changes can affect global
climate change trends. The
introduction of renewable energy
sources to provide electricity in the
cities of France and Russia will be a
huge step not only towards the
implementation of the concept of
sustainable urban development, but
also to reduce the impact on climate
change.

According to Renewable Capacity
Statistics 2020, in 2019 total
renewable power capacity in France
and Russia was 52 928 MW and 55 190
MW respectively, compared with 100
97 MW in Canada or 125 386 MW in
Germany [3]. This shows that both
Russia and France are far from leading
the way in the implementation of
alternative energy, and traditional
energy sources still play a significant
role in both countries. Despite the
current states’ financial incentives, the
share of RES in the total energy
balance of Russia is still insignificant
and amounts to about 0.3%.

Our recommendations are:

Reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions. The combustion of
fossil fuels generates large
amounts of carbon dioxide (CO2).
The man-made greenhouse effect
is mainly caused by the increased
consumption of fossil fuels.
The finite nature of non-
renewable energy sources. The
depletion of non-renewable
resources (such as fossil and
nuclear fuels) is an unsolved
problem since they are only
available for a limited time. 
Geopolitical and security
advantages. Renewable energy,
when substituted for fossil fuels
or nuclear energy, promotes
energy independence for countries
without fossil or fissile resources.
Improved public health . Many
health and environmental
problems can be greatly reduced
or eliminated by the large-scale
use of renewable energy from
wind, water and solar sources.

economic and other conditions.

Modern civilisation is very dependent
on energy, especially non-renewable
energy, which will run out sooner or
later. Switching from a currently non-
renewable resource to a renewable
one can mean switching from
energies such as oil, natural gas,
coal, or those considered dangerous
such as nuclear to clean and safe
energies, such as solar, wind, hydro,
geothermal. The benefits include:
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Safety with the low risk of
accidents, the low consequences of
a possible accident. 

Intermittency management and
storage. Solar energy and its
derivatives (wind, waterfall, tidal,
tidal turbines linked to currents,
etc.) are almost always intermittent
sources, i.e. their natural flows are
not permanently available and
their availability varies greatly
without any possibility of control.
Networks with the transport of
energy in time and space. In
industrialised countries, energy
consumers and producers are
almost all connected to an
electricity grid, which can
exchange energy across a country
or between countries, but with
greater losses over long distances.
Nuisance and pollution. If we take
biomass as an example, the
collection and combustion of
biomass can produce nuisances
(deforestation, reduction of
biodiversity, etc.) and pollutants. 
Effect on global warming, since
hydroelectric installations require
a very large quantity of concrete, a
material with a significant
environmental impact. And all
systems require the extraction,
manufacture, and transport of raw
materials.

Cleanliness with little or no waste, low
hazard and easy to manage and
recyclable from some renewable
energy technologies.

However, there are also constraints
and limitations such as:

Need for space and biodiversity.
Renewable energy generally

According to a study by the Lazard
bank, it has become more
advantageous to build new power
plants in almost all countries
using solar and wind energy, but
these energies are not always
immediately available and
therefore remain "complementary"
to electricity production based on
fossil fuels or nuclear power [4]. 

requires more space than other
energy sources. The onshore
deployment of these solutions can
degrade some natural areas and
pose problems for biodiversity

Sources
[1] European Green Deal, 2019.
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2.CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

Bahareh Seyedi (2016) [5], who is a
climate change, energy, and
environmental policy specialist at
UNDP, estimated that cities produce
¾ of the world's greenhouse gas
emissions and consume more than ⅔
of energy supplies. 

It is therefore natural to take
ambitious measures mainly in cities,
for making them more liveable,
greener, and sustainable. Cities face
great challenges in order to enable a
pleasant and sustainable life and the
well-being of their citizens [6].

The main issue remains the
implementation of these policies for
change and the taking of initiatives:
how to accelerate and make the
transition effective. According to the
IPCC and ADEME, encouraging and
including citizens can accelerate
decision-making and generate new
ideas. In addition, it strengthens the
resilience of cities to climate change.

“Citizen participation should therefore
no longer be seen as a constraint, but
as a pragmatic and exciting way to
better shape the city of tomorrow”
(ADEME) [7]

What can we extract from this data?

The year 2020 was the hottest year
on record in France, in Russia it was
a record heat of 38°C in
Verkhoyansk in the Russian Arctic
[1]. These heat waves and extreme
events will continue as the climate
warms and will make life in cities
much more difficult. In addition to
these disturbances, massive climate
migration and population growth in
the cities are expected.

The World Bank [2] estimates that
by 2050 , the urban population will
more than double and almost 7 out
of 10 people will live in a city. This
growth endangers human well-being
and can further increase
inequalities. Moreover, air pollution
in the cities, especially in developed
countries, is a serious
environmental problem [3]. 

According to the WHO, air pollution
from fossil fuels and other
chemicals in urban areas increases
the risk of acute and chronic
respiratory diseases and
cardiovascular diseases . Mental
illnesses have also increased in
urban areas, with a 40% higher risk
of depression, over 20% more
anxiety, and double the risk of
schizophrenia, in addition to more
loneliness, isolation and stress [4]. 
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On education : According to the
UNESCO report on education, 95%
of countries (over 194) mention
climate change in schools;
however, the social, emotional, and
behavioural learning in relation to
climate change education is poorly
studied. Furthermore, themes in
the literature related to adaptation
to global warming are weak [8]

On transparency : Continue to
improve public access to
information on climate change, air
pollution, and energy, among
others. It needs to be free,
accessible, especially for children
and youth, and easy. 

On participation : Last year,
President Macron launched a
citizens' experiment, by bringing

It is not only a question of teaching
about climate change but also of
allowing a comprehension of
solutions/adaptations. It must be
focused more on sustainable greener
development, sustainable energy, and
schools should try to have a more
interactive and playful approach that
will reach more children (games,
group discussions…)

Transparency about consumption
goods can be created through
responsible labels, with information
on the origin, energy consumption,
carbon footprint, etc.

Participative budgeting will allow
more interaction between actors
and more citizens’ involvement in
their region, such as participating
in common actions for the planet.

On choice: By voting or by
consuming “responsible” products.
Citizens could act towards climate
change mitigation by choice. 

Educate citizens on climate
change and its mitigation: 

Raise global warming, energy
production-consumption and its
efficiency, topics in the younger
grades (from primary schools)

Improve education on climate
change and sustainable
development by including social,
emotional, and behavioural
learning, working on solutions and
adaptations.

together 150 citizens to come up
with recommendations and a plan
for the future. The involvement of
citizens was major, as at the end
of their working group they
created a citizens' association for
the climate. It could be
interesting to set up
local/regional citizens' working
groups where trained citizens can
propose ideas.

Our recommendations are:

1.
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Facilitate dialogue between
children/students and experts and
other stakeholders for a better
comprehension of the issue.
Access to information: Improve
access to information by sharing
data, explaining data. 

Improve transparency on the 
 consumer’s goods with more
Labels (on origin, carbon footprint
-especially if purchased online,
energy consumption, etc.)

Propose more product in bulk
Encourage sorting

Facilitate dialogue between actors
at different levels: create a
center/place in municipalities,
where citizens could share their
ideas on their district, be
informed, and where a dialogue
between elected officials will be
facilitated.

Participatory budget for local or
regional sustainable development
projects: setting aside part of the
budget for local sustainable
development projects proposed or
chosen by citizens.

Local environmental projects. 
Create twinning on these issues
with other countries/cities.

2. Become a responsible citizen: 

3. Be able to take action:

 

4. Create an enabling environment

In order to reduce heat, increase
air quality, and well-being of
citizens a restructuring of the
city’s networks seems to be
necessary. (Public transportation
network, fewer roads/cars, more
parks and vegetation, more
pedestrian zones…)
Facilitate waste management. 
Sustainable and cleaner energy. 
Improve the Health sector.

Mass information could turn into
fake news.
Misinterpretation and
misunderstanding.
Insurance of quality education.
Indeed, teachers in schools are
not climatologists, economists,
physicists .. . An expert
intervention could be set up.
Poor citizen involvement.
Not enough budget.

Some counterarguments and
reservations:

In the context of climate change and
massive population growth, a rapid
reorganisation of urban areas seems
necessary. Life in cities is changing
and there is a real need to find
effective and rapid adaptation. The
IPCC, WHO, UNESCO, and other
international research show that
citizen participation in decision-
making can improve and accelerate it,
and could be really effective for many
governmental challenges. Urban areas
should increasingly take this into
account and develop more in-depth
citizen participation. 
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3. TRANSPORTATION

causes respiratory diseases and
contributes to global warming. The
roads are full in big cities (eg. Paris)
therefore to reduce the production of
CO2 and noise pollution it is
important to make traffic more fluid
(setting up infrastructure for bicycles,
reviewing the public transport tariff,
etc.)

Thus, it would be a good idea to
increase soft mobility development
(increase two-wheeler lanes, two-
wheeler access, transport fluidity). 

In 2020, transportation is still
responsible for 24% of direct CO2
emissions from fuel combustion [1].
Road transport is the leading source
of CO₂ emissions, the main culprit in
global warming. It is responsible for
33% of CO₂ emissions in France,
according to the Ministry of
Ecological Transition and Solidarity
[2]. It is therefore the means of
transport that emits the most CO₂
into the atmosphere. 

One solution is eco-mobility . Also
known as sustainable mobility, it is a
concept that emerged in the wake of
sustainable development issues, to
design, implement and manage modes
of transport that are considered less
harmful to the environment, safe and
sober, in particular with a lower

Comparing the amount of greenhouse
gas emissions generated by each
means of transport makes it possible
to identify the least polluting. As the
bicycle does not require any fuel to
move, the emissions of GHGs
(Greenhouse Gas) are non-existent
during its use. Conversely, since
motor vehicles all run on the
combustion of fossil fuel or
electricity, they therefore generate
CO2 emissions which represent a
large part of total emissions
throughout the world.

The environmental impacts of road
transport are the direct and indirect
effects of the use of road vehicles
throughout their life cycle, as well as
those of the road network. 
These effects are both local (e.g.
noise) and global (e.g. on the earth's
atmosphere), which requires, as the
European Union has requested, a
harmonised approach and inter-state
cooperation. Some countries are also
affected by the international road
flows passing through them. This
pollution has delayed medium and
long-term effects.

The impacts concern the air, the
global atmosphere, the climate and
microclimates, water, soil, flora, etc.
The most publicly known is air
pollution from exhaust gases, which
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a fight against suburbanisation;
more fluid, more comfortable
public transport on exclusive
lanes, with appropriate timetables
bicycles or shared vehicles;
a network of cycle paths;
intelligent flow management
networks;
charging stations;
facilitated intermodality and
multimodality;
appropriate planning (urban,
school, company travel plans,
etc.);
an increase in the number of clean
vehicles;
awareness-raising and educational
activities for the population;
congestion charge;
plastic machines that give us a
transport ticket;

contribution to greenhouse gas
emissions. The vehicles concerned
will include human-powered vehicles
(bicycles and other cycles, roller
skates, scooters, skateboards) as well
as motorised or assisted transport
with a low environmental impact (so-
called "clean" vehicles).

Specific recommendations: 

This peri-urbanisation results in
longer daily journeys, an increase in
greenhouse gas emissions, a
reduction and sprawl of natural and
agricultural areas, and the almost
systematic irreversibility of soil
sealing.

Some actions would be to reinforce
the principle of "economical use of
space", to safeguard natural spaces
and biodiversity, and to regulate
building in agricultural areas. 

Actions, such as the construction of
carpooling areas and the creation of
websites to connect users with each
other, should be carried out. This
practice allows for a better flow of
traffic. 

Secure, high-capacity bicycle parking
facilities promote intermodality in
stations. The technologies initially
designed for cars are deployed there:
assistance in finding free spaces,
remote pre-booking, etc. Bicycle
stations, real mobility centers,
anticipate users' needs.

The number of bicycle users is
increasing, and the need to develop
cycling facilities is growing. The
bicycle has become a popular means
of transport for the French,
particularly because of its economic,
ecological, and practical aspects.

This is beneficial for health : contrary
to popular belief, the air that
pedestrians or cyclists breathe is less
polluted than the interior of a car [3].
In addition, these modes of transport
participate in the recommended 60
minutes of daily physical activity.
These non-motorized modes consume
no fossil fuels and do not emit any
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atmospheric pollutants or greenhouse
gases. Their cost is very low,
compared to a car that costs on
average 6,000 euros per year, taking
into account its purchase,
depreciation, insurance, maintenance,
and gasoline consumption.

We have seen people adapt very
quickly . At the start of the pandemic,
people started to cycle more and
more, and more cities were able to
build new cycle paths in record time
(for example in Paris there were 50
kilometers of temporary additional
cycle paths).

We can also think of the
implementation of congestion
charges as in London. It is an
ecological tax that petrol cars have
to pay in order to be able to travel in
the capital (this tax is approximately
£ 10 per day)

The disadvantages are the transition
for the general public to this type of
ecology. Changes that will come with
a certain financial price and take
some time to develop all of this. 

Mobility habits start very early and
benchmarks are built quickly, hence
the importance of educational
approaches aimed at young people.
Mobility education is an essential
element in becoming aware of the
impact of our travel choices on the
environment and health.

Some counterarguments:

3,890 km of bus lines, with
reserved lanes to facilitate their
passage;
the City of Paris is the first capital
in Europe with the best self-
service transport (Autolib ', Vélib',
etc.), with 105 bicycles for 10,000
inhabitants and 19 cars for 10,000
inhabitants, reports Le Parisien;
the city offers aid for the purchase
of a clean vehicle (Paris and inner
suburbs);
Paris has a high-quality metro:
100% of the population is covered
by public transport within 1 km;

Bicycles will take up all the space
and cars / motorized vehicles will no
longer be able to circulate And
Creating cycle paths will increase
traffic jams and people will not be
able to afford the green tax:
Certainly, if we add cycle paths in a
city like Paris then the space for cars
will be reduced, and if we add a tax
in the capital some people will not be
able to pay it, but that does not mean
that there are no alternatives:

The following arguments are
based on Paris

Finally, Paris and the inner suburbs
benefit from a peripheral tramway -
whose construction is almost
completed - which will eventually
link all the peripheral districts. All
these alternatives are present and
added to the fact that bikes will be
able to cross Paris all the more easily
with the addition of new cycle paths.
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is not very pleasant. To improve both
the ecological aspect of large cities
and their well-being, it is important
to review the arrangements related to
transport. This is why limiting the
number of cars in large cities, via an
ecological tax and the establishment
of a cycle path (which also increases
the safety of users as well as the
well-being, see example of
Copenhagen) is so important. A
greener city that makes journeys
easier is a city where life is good.

Sources

Cyclists do not obey the rules of the
road, so there is a higher risk of
accident. It is true that cyclists tend
to override road safety rules due to
their slightly different status. But if
they have to get there, it is because
this road code is more suited to
motor vehicles than to others. 

Putting in place a cycle path code
would reduce these infringements
and increase the safety of cyclists
and motorists as in Copenhagen. You
might think that the more cyclists
there are, the greater the danger. But
in fact, the more cyclists there are,
the fewer accidents they have. It
makes sense: the more motorists are
used to seeing bicycles, the more
careful they are.

3. Cycle lanes slow down police or
emergency vehicles.

In fact two-way cycle lanes, like that
of the Arsenal basin or pedestrianized
riverbank lanes, are also emergency
lanes and can be used by emergency
vehicles. In addition, adding cycle
lanes does not mean completely
eliminating roads for cars. One does
not prevent the other.

In big cities the roads are saturated
(especially at peak times), there is a
lot of traffic which generates CO2
emissions and also a lot of noise. In
addition to the ecological aspect
which degrades the inhabitants of the
big cities and the pedestrians, find
themselves in an environment which
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4.ECOSYSTEMS AND BIODIVERSITY IN CITIES

stakeholders need to cooperate. 

Each year Russia disseminates a
rating of the greenest cities of the
country and surprisingly most of the
top-10 greenest cities are also the
industrial spots. However, the link is
obvious: it helps to fight industrial
pollution, poor air quality (case of
Perm’ and Kemerovo [2]: industrial
cities with almost 70% of greens out
of the whole city). However, the
existence of green places is always
in danger due to priorities of the
local authorities or contempt of the
citizens. Moreover, often these
places are not ‘used’ at their full
capacities. 

We need to shift accents here and
change such a consumerist and
superficial attitude to the green
urban spaces. We do need to
understand that it is not only
vegetation itself, but also animals,
insects and microorganisms which
are all particles of the whole
ecosystem.

Those cities which have more than
70% green spaces out of 100% of the
city area often lack accessibility to
the parks and gardens. The prices on
real estate substantially grow when
besides residential areas there are
parks and green zones with a bunch
of other facilities. 

Existing initiatives related to the
creation and development of
sustainable green cities often deal
with air quality, clean water, and
waste management. However, it goes
without saying that all these issues
may be if not solved, but at least be
substantially improved if the
societies (both governments and
citizens) pay more attention to urban
biodiversity . As absolutely relevant
Ryo Kohsaka et al (2013) [1].
mentioned: ‘Capturing the status and
trends of biodiversity and ecosystem
services in urban landscapes
represents an important part of
understanding whether a
metropolitan area is developing along
a sustainable trajectory or not’. It
means that only by taking urban
biodiversity into account the city may
be truly called sustainable. 

Nevertheless, due to methodological,
institutional confinements and set of
priorities, environmental indicators of
ecosystems and biodiversity in urban
areas are extremely difficult to
measure and then transform. 

Still, it is extremely important to
tackle this issue in order to build
capacities of the urban environment
to combat climate change and
biodiversity degradation around the
world. Here cities are the main
theaters of actions, in which all 
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Light pollution, which increases by
2% each year, represents nearly
250,000 avoidable tons of CO2
released each year in France,
according to the French Department
of ecology [3]. Moreover, light
pollution is the 2nd most important
factor in insect mortality after
pesticides. 

In fact, “species have adapted to the
alternation of day and night by
adopting efficient strategies for this
type of life” as the Cerema (2020) [4]
reminds us. For instance, a Tufts
University-led team of biologists
associated with the International
Union for the Conservation of Nature
(2020) [5] demonstrated how fireflies
face extinction threats of habitat
loss, pesticides and light pollution.

According to the research article
“Where is the UK's pollinator
biodiversity? The importance of urban
areas for flower-visiting insects”
(Baldock et al., 2015) [6], urban areas,
which are less subject to pesticide
spraying, provide refuge for a number
of insect pollinators. However, the
authors suggest "to improve the
quality of existing green spaces in
urban areas”, in order to
accommodate insects that are
essential to agriculture. In fact, many
cities around the world have
developed strategies for greening
public and private spaces. The
“greening permit” in Paris allows
everyone to garden in the public
space, following guidelines.

Some recommendations include:

1. It is crucial to conduct an
integrated annual research on
biodiversity in Russian and French
cities. The relevant departments and
institutions should use the City
Biodiversity Index tool (2014) [7] to
explore possible indicators to
evaluate the state of biodiversity in
the cities and strategically build
capacities, but adapting it to the
local peculiarities. It will also help to
develop relevant statistics and rely
more on research data. The
implementation of any practical
dynamic tool might be challenging
and, for sure, must be done with a
localizing approach. 

2. Create and maintain a special
intergovernmental body in
cooperation with civil society
organizations . This new agency will
fill in the gaps on exploration long-
term consequences for biodiversity
and sustainability in case of any
changes (construction process, e.g.)
near or at the place of former or still
existing natural areas. Moreover, the
aim of the intergovernmental body is
to develop necessary regulations and
legislative framework on the
preservation of green spaces and
habitats of the species in urban areas. 

The disadvantage of this
recommendation - risk to acquire one
more administrative body without
real weight in the government and
rounds
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of paperwork. The counterargument is
to reassure that this body works in
the field and not the office. 

3. Allow and support the greening of
all areas of the city: buildings,
sidewalks, balconies, terraces,
schoolyards, especially with plants
favourable to pollinator species. This
action will have more chances to
succeed if local governments work
with the inhabitants. For example,
development of citizen science
projects where volunteers will
become a plant to grow with detailed
instructions; bringing up a future
habitant of the park or public garden.

4. Support educational initiatives
simultaneously with recreation in
order to change the attitude of the
human to nature, to help recognize
local biodiversity richness and better
understand the fact that the state of
nature and humans are
interconnected. The development of
the ecohabits seems crucial, special
guidelines and instructions on how to
behave in the natural areas need to
be well-disseminated at all levels.

5. The solution to avoid light
pollution is quite obvious: preserve
the darkness! By the simple gesture
of turning off lighted business signs
and advertising screens, it is possible
to act in a very concrete way. An
awareness work has to be made,
especially for merchants that may
fear a loss of clients or visibility. On
the contrary, this is an opportunity
for

Care for one small green space
won’t help to save the planet. 
An excuse by the developer for
cutting down the park - is that
they will build a new park for you,
forgetting that cutting old trees,
habitats of the species will be
destroyed and new trees and
plants won’t produce that much
oxygen as the old ones.
New regulations won’t help,
people are too spoiled.

them to show how they act for
biodiversity. Local policies could also
include the implementation of new
city lighting technologies (like
connected lights) that would save
energy and money, and protect the
nocturnal biodiversity.

Some counterarguments or
reservations:

All these recommendations require
the implication of civil society,
citizens and NGOs, and the scientific
community to ensure proper
implementation and acceptance.
Every group of stakeholders needs to
keep in mind that any species, all
kinds of vegetation help the urban
areas to survive and flourish.
However, now those systems are
under high anthropogenic pressure
and we need to step in. Dealing with
urban biodiversity will bring cities
closer to the Sustainable
Development Goals.
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There is already abundant data on
biodiversity in the Arctic, but the
main challenge is to bring them
together, analyze and identify gaps in
circumpolar monitoring, so that such
data can support important decisions
based on greater awareness. Also,
international cooperation is very
important as there is an urgent need
to protect the terrestrial and
especially marine ecosystems of the
Arctic. 

Arctic marine ecosystems contain
habitats for over 5000 animal
species, including large populations
of marine birds and mammals, over
2000 species of algae and tens of
thousands of microbes. Indirectly, the
Arctic Ocean contributes to shaping
global biodiversity via its impact on
the Earth climate, and its downstream
influence on the North Atlantic.
Conversely, Arctic marine ecosystems
are intimately coupled to changes in
the connecting Pacific and the
Atlantic Oceans [4]. In a marine
environment where there are far
fewer protected areas, there is an
urgent need to protect biologically
important marine areas [1,6].
 
1.⠀Expand and enhance long-term
observation of biodiversity in the
Arctic as a whole. With the great 

Most of the life forms in the Arctic
are unique and depend on their
environment. They have many
adaptations to survive in this cold
environment but human activity
changes their home. In the last few
decades, many negative trends took
place in this region. Climate change
and human activity are the most
serious threats to Arctic biodiversity. 

The Arctic region is the seasonal
home for 80% of geese on our planet ,
many whale species migrate to the
arctic every year, many species of
fishes and seals, also live in this cold
environment and depend on it. Due to
global problems, it is now very
important to learn more about
biological diversity, its status and
understand what measures are
needed to conserve it, especially
considering that biodiversity is an
indicator of the state of the
ecosystem, and this applies to all
species in the Arctic, both permanent
and temporary [1,6]. The declining
populations of migratory birds in the
Arctic are being felt in other regions
as well. Therefore, for the
coordinated and sustainable
conservation of such species,
international cooperation is required,
in particular, closer interaction within
the framework of the Arctic Council
[5]. 
 

1.SAVE THE BIODIVERSITY OF THE ARCTIC
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involvement of experts from Russian
universities, the Russian Academy of
Sciences, specialists from France and
other countries for the most
comprehensive assessment of the
state and monitoring of ecosystems.
Also, in particular, an increase in the
amount of data on key types of
terrestrial ecosystems such as polar
wolf, (insufficient data), reindeer VU,
polar bear VU (insufficient data),
snowy owl VU (insufficient data),
lemmings sp (more data is needed on
the dynamics of the population of the
entire group types and impact of
human activity). Observation of the
most vulnerable bird species together
with the French side, as these species
migrate, including to this region.

The selected priority species for the
African-Eurasian Flyway are [2] -Bar-
tailed Godwit (Limosa lapponica
lapponica) NT. Dunlin (Calidris alpina
arctica ) LC. Velvet Scoter (Melanitta
fusca) VU. Red Knot (Calidris canutus)
NT. Long-tailed Duck (Clangula
hyemalis) VU. Curlew Sandpiper
(Calidris ferruginea) NT. Ivory gull
(Pagophila eburnea) NT
VU-vulnerable LT-least concern NT-
near threatened by IUCN [3].

2. Increase in the number of Specially
Protected Natural Territories in land
areas and improve the protection of
existing ones, as well as monitoring
the complex state of existing ones.

3 . More accurate identification of
diversity hotspots on the shelf of the
Arctic Ocean and Establishment of
marine reserves and other (marine
reserve) Specially Protected Areas in
key “hotspots” of marine biological
diversity of the Arctic shelf. Also,
updating data and increasing the
observation of marine animals in the
Arctic as part of new scientific
research, including complex ones.
Need more information about the
status of marine mammals (narwhal,
beluga, bowhead whale, ringed seal,
bearded seal, walrus).

4 . Increase educational activities on
the conservation of the Arctic and its
biodiversity in social networks,
television, and using other
opportunities and organizations,
including schools and universities.

5 . Strengthening control by the state
environmental oversight bodies over
enterprises operating in the Arctic, in
order to avoid emergencies and
prevent their concealment, assistance
in eliminating the consequences, and
finding the causes of such situations.

6. Increase international cooperation
in the Arctic with the support of the
Arctic Council, WWF, Greenpeace, and
UNESCO.
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in the North are legally recognized
and protected as “Indigenous small-
numbered peoples (ISNP)” of the
North, Siberia, and the Far East. To be
considered ISNP, the People must
have less than 50,000 individuals,
maintain a traditional way of life,
inhabit certain remote areas of the
country, and identify as a distinct
ethnic group. [4] Furthermore, Russia
has not ratified ILO Convention 169
[5] that is protecting indigenous
People. 

Even though Indigenous People are
protected under Article 69 of the
Russian Constitution, the
implementation of protective laws is
often not adequately enforced or is
complicated by government decisions
regarding natural resource use.
Indigenous people are not taken into
account in the decision-making
process, and it can be seen through
the conflicts between Natives and
extractive companies that are
happening every year. For instance,
reindeer pastures and sacred sites on
which Indigenous people depend, are
threatened by nickel mining. The
extraction of natural resources,
primary oil, and natural gas, is
Russia’s primary Arctic industry. The
country is the world’s third-largest
producer of hydrocarbon resources. 

  

In many contexts “environmental
degradation generates further poverty
by the exhaustion of natural resources
and creates prejudice to the exercise
of basic rights.” [1]

This sentence, extracted from the
IUCN report on Human Rights and the
Environment, shows the direct link
between social and environmental
issues. Answering both of these issues
can be done into one concept:
environmental justice. 

“Environmental justice is a legal and
social empowerment perspective
focusing on increasing access to justice
and responsive institutions, enhanced
accountability in decision making over
natural resources and the environment,
and empowering vulnerable groups such
as indigenous peoples and women who
together make up the majority of those
living in extreme poverty” . [2]

However, today indigenous people's
voices are not enough taken into
account in the decision-making
process over the exploitation of
natural resources in the Arctic region
by the Russian State and business
companies. It leads to creating
prejudice to the environment and the
exercise of basic rights. Indeed, out of
193 ethnic groups in Russia, only 46
[3] 

2.INVOLVE INDIGENOUS PEOPLE INTO THE
DECISION-MAKING PROCESS 
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What's more, climate change releases
new commercial possibilities -
shipping routes such as the
Northwest Passage, the Northern Sea
Route, and the Transpolar Sea Route
are becoming more accessible- and
make Indigenous People more
vulnerable. Climate scenarios predict
that these routes will be free of
hazardous sea ice for over 100 days
per year, [6] by the mid-century.
According to the Arctic Institute
“without specific rules to govern
Arctic development, projects such as
expanding trade routes and
extracting natural resources may
incentivize states to actually embrace
climate change rather than fight it.” 
In order to solve these issues, we
came up with three proposals for the
Russian State, the companies
exploiting resources on indigenous
lands, and Indigenous people. 

Our propositions: 

The first line of action: State,
Federation, International.

Since the 1920s, Russian
autochthonous status has been a part
of Russian legislation. Nevertheless,
depending on the state in which they
live, indigenous’ rights and protection
vary. 

For example, in the Khanty-Mansi
Region, indigenous consent is
required through contracts for
companies to exploit their land, while
in Yamal, local legislation plans 

voluntary agreements. Environmental
justice involves equal protection from
environmental and health hazards [7]
and equal access to the decision-
making process regarding one’s
environment. As every indigenous
population shares a common basis of
need, we recommend harmonizing
every local legislation to the maximal
level of protection for them. The
most important being the right to
self-determination, thanks to which
they freely determine their political
status and freely pursue their
economic, social and cultural
development. [8] A legislative
guarantee should also exist at the
federal level. This protection should
guarantee an even distribution of
each project’s aftermath. 

To do so, a solution would be to:

1. Quantify project’s every possible
aftermath, rank them and classify
them by risk: 

 
a.Irreversible: damages caused to
the zone can never be repaired.

Example: construction on an
indigenous site resulting in its
destruction, extinction of specie

b.Serious: damages caused to the
zone will need special repairment
actions

Example: loss of arability of a polluted
area

c.Medium: damages caused to the
zone will resorb within time 

Example: illegal dumping, extra noise,
light, vibration, fumes. 
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d .Low : short-timed and low impact
project
 

Example: construction equipment
presence on indigenous zones

2. Draw an outcome summarizing :
which group are involved, by which
impact, and at what level

3. Assess the even distribution of the
impacts of the proposed project
among the affected groups

The second line of action: companies
& private actors

Incursions of national and sometimes
foreign companies on indigenous
lands have become more and more
common these past years. These
incursions represent a real danger for
indigenous people: depending on the
activity, lands can be entirely devoid
of their interest in natives. 

The most obvious examples of
damages due to companies' activities
are pollution, loss, or destruction of
indigenous homes or sacred lands.
Nevertheless, local problems are also
a real matter for indigenous
populations, such as the
disappearance of reindeer lichen. This
is lethal to Arctic natives, as reindeer
is a part of the traditional livelihood
of many small People; Samis, Nenets,
Chukchi, Evenks, and many other
People. [9] In some cases, companies
have to get consent from the
indigenous people iving in the
impacted region.

However, the lack of consideration
for their lands often leads to protests
on construction sites. Furthermore,
many compensations are only about
the loss of lands. All of this induces
two problems: the irreplicability of
some Native lands, and the rivalry of
these lands. [10]

Negotiations

Fortunately, successful negotiations
between companies and local
populations already occurred, for
example in the Sakhalin Region,
where an extractive project
conducted protests that hampered the
extraction of resources. It resulted in
the Sakhalin Indigenous Minorities
Development Plan (SIMDP) and
SIMDP-2, funding education, health-
related initiatives, economic and
cultural activities in the indigenous
community. [11]

Therefore, we recommend systematic
negotiations between the two parties
whenever a company wishes to
undertake exploration activities that
affect Aboriginal lands. These
negotiations would take place
between the company and Native
people, directly or through an
organization they choose. To do so,
we recommend the generalized use of
the International Council on Mining &
Metal’s guide. [12] This guide
explains how to conduct a
negotiation between indigenous
people and companies on resource
extraction matters.
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Compensation

In order to set an honest and
respectful relationship between
Indigenous people of the Arctic and
companies, counterparts of the
project’s side effects have to become
standard. Therefore investments by
private actors in the region impacted
have to become legally binding. The
general offset of corporations that
affects a region has to take place in
the same region. Furthermore,
Indigenous compensation should not
be only about buying them out of
their lands. For example, their
inclusion should also take place in
the projects’ conduction, as workers.
As not only individuals are impacted;
compensation must be done at the
community level. Compensation could
fund education, health systems, and
infrastructures for the indigenous
population. 

0 impact constructions

Innovation in extraction’s
infrastructure showed that the
environment and traditional zones
the infrastructure crosses can be
respected. We can take for example
the Yuribei river bridge that Gazprom
recently built. Thus, we recommend
the systematic realization of impact
studies to assess the damages the
infrastructure implementation or
construction could do on the
environment and population. Building
in harmony with the environment
should be mandatory guidance for
upcoming projects. Moreover, we 

recommend requiring a zero-emission
plan for each exploitation project.
Enforcing this plan would place
carbon offsetting at the center of
industrial exploitation and reinforce
the importance of fighting climate
change. [13]

Traditional Nature Management Areas
(TNMA) [14]

Not all areas should be exploited,
thus we recommend putting certain
areas under the TNMA status.
Developing more TNMA, where
Natives are in charge of their own
land, would assure their culture, their
traditional way of living, preserve the
natural resources present in their
territories and guarantee a greater
consideration of climate change.
Moreover, it would give every
indigenous community an equal voice
to companies in agreement.

The third line 
of action: indigenous
populations

Various problems prevent indigenous
voices from being heard. For
example, the extra dispersion of the
population, even sometimes in the
same group, the lack of organs to
carry their voice in front of
companies. Each population should
be able to represent themselves or be
represented in the greater
organizations, such as the NAD Union
of Reindeer Herders, [15] which often
have a bigger weight in
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the international scene. Therefore, we
recommend the creation of an agency
or attachment to another indigenous
organization. What's more, we
recommend that companies sign
agreements wthe international scene.
Therefore, weith communities as a
whole, so as their contracts be
considered as “between equals wills”.

Conclusion

All these recommendations are likely
to form a basis for Russia's stated
objectives in the Arctic Council.
Indeed, by better protecting the
interests of the indigenous
populations and the ecosystem of the
area, the development of activity in
the area is not entirely prevented, but
on the contrary, is engaged in a more
sustainable evolution. 

With the climate crisis, the
application and endorsement of
environmental justice are more
important than ever before. There is a
need to address both environmental
and social issues to prevent
irreversible catastrophes.
International treaties or political
frameworks already pledged for
environmental justice whether
directly or indirectly through the
United Nations Declaration  on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples, the Rio
Declaration, the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development, or the
UNDP’s 2014-2017 Strategic Plan.
Implementing environmental justice
is avoiding digging environmental
and 

social inequalities. We must pursue
Arctic sustainable development into
protecting Arctic wildlife, integrating
the interests of Indigenous
communities, and leaving sufficient
resources for future generations. 
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To adopt in the Arctic Council a
bill that obliges all members to
accomplish the goal of 90% of the
disposed garbage per year with at
least 50% of recycled garbage
from that sum till 2030.
Russia, as the current President of
the Council, has all opportunities
and mechanisms to launch this
project.
Sweden, as a member of the
Council who has already achieved
this goal, can help others with
adopting this practice.

Arctic country as well as Russia -
disposes of 99% of garbage . About
50% of it is recycled [2]. These
numbers show that it is possible to
eradicate the threat of Russia's
Arctic’s complete pollution.
Nevertheless, it might be so that
officials will burn this 90% of waste
in the Russian Arctic, but, first of all,
almost complete disposal of waste in
the Arctic will be effective only after
proper separate garbage collection
and enough recycling. Russia can
adopt such experience.

Our propositions:

The number of 90% is not a dead
point. The essence of this initiative is
to launch a project that will let us 

Russia recycles only about 4% of
waste per year , according to
Greenpeace’s data [1]. However, there
are no reliable and official data as
regards the waste recycled in the
Arctic region of Russia. Russia has 9
regions located in the Arctic. It
accounts for about 20% of its total
square. Only a few and, by the way,
central regions of Russia have good
achievements in the sphere of
garbage recycling. Northern regions
are far from them. 

At the same time, the Arctic means
permafrost. If garbage falls into the
soil in the Arctic, it is not recycled by
it because the soil in the Arctic is icy,
and it needs several times more
decades or even centuries for nature
to dispose of the garbage itself.
Therefore, it is necessary to eradicate
garbage dumps in the Arctic. It is
necessary to mention that burning is
recognized to be ineffective in Russia
as regards ecology because of poor
technology, that is why the only way
to preserve the Arctic from pollution
is to recycle.

Why should we dispose of 90% of
garbage in the Arctic? The more we
recycle, the better it is. This number
is based on international experience.
As the UN reports, Sweden - it is an

3.DISPOSE 90% OF WASTE IN THE ARCTIC
REGION
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start eradicating garbage dumps,
especially illegal, in the Arctic region
in order to prevent a long-period
catastrophe.
  
The decisions of the Council are not
compulsory, they only recommend,
that is why there won’t be very strong
resistance of any members of the
Council if it pursues another
ecological policy.

 If there is not enough state-owned
money for the realization of the
project, it is possible to found a
cooperative budget in the Council for
this goal. It is also possible to engage
in the project civic initiatives and
business circles.

 Indigenous people are interested in
preventing the pollution of their own
land. They do not have technologies
and live in very rural areas, but it is
possible to establish all necessary
connections with them to dispose of
or recycle the industrial waste they
have.

It is urgent to launch such a project
in the Arctic in Russia and other
Arctic countries. Dispose and
recycling are the only ways to
prevent the pollution of the Arctic
with municipal solid waste. The
region with permafrost and special
climate conditions requires special
ways of waste management. 

If we do not achieve the goal, in
several decades, we will find in the
Arctic soil not only the bones of 

ancient animals, but also bottles and
candy wrappers.

In order to protect the pristine area,
reduce the permafrost melting,
preserve traditional and ecological
knowledge of indigenous people that
can help to cope with climate change
and bring another way to exploit
resources.
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number of tourists visiting the Arctic.
If tourism may foster development in
some regions and benefit local
communities, one should bear in mind
on the other side that tourism, if
unregulated, often comes with a
range of adverse consequences both
for the environment and indigenous
communities . In view of the upcoming
developments of the tourism industry
and insofar as this sector isn’t much
regulated yet in the Arctic, there is an
urgency to set up a normative
framework safeguarding the interests
of indigenous people and the
environment. 

There are several ways unreasonable
tourism can affect the polar
environment. Shinjin et al. point out
as sources of impact and pollution
“tourism infrastructures, the demands
of tourism on local resources such as
water and energy, trampling or even
picking of vegetation, disturbance of
breeding sites, changes in animal
behavior, and the subsequent effects
of tourism on habitats, and living
environment of the indigenous
people”. As for tourism at sea and
especially cruising, it usually comes
along with marine pollution, such as
sewage and wastewater, and solid
waste, which creates potential threats
to the sensitive polar ocean’s 

Tourism has been developing at an
unprecedented pace in the past few
years, and this trend will only
accelerate because of climate change.
Indeed, global warming and ice
melting are opening new roads,
making it easier to travel around the
Arctic. The travel season and activity
areas are also extending, which
reduces the cost of tourism and
enhances its revenue. Russia is very
concerned by the upcoming
developments, as “recent Arctic sea-
ice retreat indicates its coastal seas
encompassing the Northern Sea Route
will be among the first marine
environments to transition to an ice-
free summer state” [1].

Meanwhile, more and more people
are willing to travel there as they
have in mind that this region is
particularly fragile and sensitive to
climate change so that the sooner
they visit it, the better. This is called
the “last chance” or “extinction”
tourism [2]. According to W. Shijin et
al., the number of inbound visitors in
the Arctic region(Canada, Russia,
Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Finland,
Alaska, and the United States)
reached 66.37 million in 2017, which
is an annual increase of 3,71 million
since 1995. Russia and Canada alone
accounted for 68% of the total

4.REGULATE TOURISM ACTIVITIES IN THE
ARCTIC 
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ecosystems. Moreover, because of its
harsh weather conditions, traveling on
the Arctic seas may also be
particularly risky for seafarers and
passengers. If an accident (that may
turn into an ecological disaster) was to
happen, one can hardly expect an
efficient emergency response because
of the remoteness of the region [3]. 

Tourism development is also impacting
the traditional lifestyle and culture of
autochthones in the Arctic region. Big
tour operators all too often take the
opportunity to lead tourism in the
region at the expense of local
communities and their environment.
Tourism development also has
ambiguous effects insofar as
indigenous people are striving to
preserve their unique traditional
culture, but on the other hand, tourism
development causes both cultural
exchange with the “modern” world and
demand for economic benefits. These
trends tend to dissolve traditional
lifestyles and cultures. For example,
the modern global lifestyle is gaining
ground at the expense of the nomadic
lifestyle, and many indigenous
languages already disappeared or risk
disappearing. 

In order to promote sustainable
tourism in the Arctic taking into
consideration not only economic but
also environmental, cultural and social
aspects, our main recommendation is
the creation of a multilateral
organization responsible for regulation
of tourism in the Arctic. 

Indeed, whereas in Antarctica there is
the International Association of
Antarctica Tour Operators (IAATO),
the Arctic lacks such a structure that
could provide the framework for
sustainable and environmentally
responsible tourism development.

Creation of an international
entity responsible 
for regulating tourism in the
Arctic

This international entity should be
inspired by and work along with the
IAATO [4], insofar as the common
goal is to promote safe and
environmentally responsible tourism
in the poles. It should not only
provide guidelines to any tour
operator or anyone in charge of
touristic activities in the region but
also ensure they comply with given
strict rules. This new institution
could establish a legal framework,
such as a convention, to regulate
tourism in the Arctic and enable
interregional cooperation on this
topic.

This new entity may be competent in
several fields: 

Environmental protection: implement
a more stringent framework in order
to minimize the impact of tourism on
the natural environment (i.e.:
standardize minimal distances to
respect with regard to wildlife, forbid
human disturbance of fragile 
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ecosystems and special populations
of species such as polar bears and
penguins; ensure proper disposal of
waste materials; etc.). Particular
attention should be paid to the
carrying capacity of Arctic
destinations: to minimize the impact
on the environment, access to some
places should be regulated under
quota regimes (and accordingly,
vessels depending on their size and
the number of passengers they carry
should have differentiated rules, i.e.
vessels carrying more than X
passengers should not land any
passengers on given areas). In order
to do so, tourism must be
scientifically planned and always
comply with extreme precautionary
measures with regard to the
environment.

Regarding both environmental
protection and safety at sea issues,
the legal framework could also be
inspired by the Polar Code already in
place since 2017. Indeed, the Polar
Code “covers the full range of design,
construction, equipment, operational,
training, search and rescue and
environmental protection matters
relevant to ships operating in the
inhospitable waters surrounding the
two poles” (IMO) [5]. 

Although this Code is mandatory
under two international conventions
(SOLAS and MARPOL), some of its
points are only non-binding
recommendations (i.e. “not to use or
carry heavy fuel oil in the Arctic”) [6]

and it would be worth it to include
some of them in the new convention
in a binding-way.

Inclusion of local communities
in tourism development :
local populations should be the ones
taking the most advantage of tourism
development. We could think about
some taxes system to refrain big
operators from their activities and on
the opposite, some support (i.e.:
subventions but also sensibilization
to their opportunities and guidance
on how to develop their tourism
activities, if needed) to local
communities, so that tourism
revenues would go primarily to
indigenous economies. 

Promote educational tourism : 
operators should be encouraged to
give a pedagogical orientation to the
travel experience (i.e.: educate
travelers about the Arctic ecosystems,
raise awareness on their threats and
how they are being protected, and/or
cultural tourism during which local
communities may share their way of
life, etc.)

A decision-maker could argue that a
new convention won’t necessarily be
enforced by the tourism companies
and that it might be à complex task
to make sure its rules are really
observed. Thus, in order to be
efficient, the convention should also
clarify sanctions companies are
exposed to if they don’t comply with
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the regulations; from fines for the
minor infractions to interdiction to
further carry out tourism activities in
the region for the worse infractions.

The international entity we wish to
create should have controlling power
over the tourism companies (i.e.
Patrol units entitled to check the
compliance to the rules, etc.).

Some Arctic territories and
ecosystems are already put at risk at
the moment because of improperly
regulated tourism. It is extremely
important to accompany the
development of this sector and fix
some boundaries in order to preserve
the environment and native
communities. The implementation of
new regulations is in the interest of
everyone, even those concerned by
these regulations, as to be able to
show tourists the beauty of the Arctic
region it needs to be preserved.
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Our propositions:

- Hold a global referendum on
determining the status of the Arctic
and solving other problems, having
previously organized a public
dialogue, discussing all the risks and
possible solutions. This will help to
find solutions that will suit everyone
and unite the world in the fight
against the global crisis.

- Change the emphasis in the
international and Russian discussion
of the Arctic. It shouldn't be a place
for the disposal of radioactive waste
and the extraction of fossil fuels. We
need to talk about preserving, not
destroying, the Arctic.

- Restrict the extraction and
development of minerals in the
Arctic. Recognize the Arctic as an
untouchable zone, where nothing
should be dug up.

- Clean up the Arctic from military
and radioactive waste. Assign fines to
the polluters - the Ministry of
Defense and Severmorflot.
Disband the military unit of Novaya
Zemlya as well as everywhere else.

When discussing the geopolitical
issues in the Arctic region, usually it
involves the extraction of fossil fuels
and "possession" (disputes for
accessories) by various territories.
However, given the global climate
crisis, the energy transition (the
decreasing prices of modern
renewable energy sources and their
improving efficiency), and high
environmental risks in resource
extraction in the Arctic region, we
need an international ban on new
projects extracting fossil fuels in the
Arctic region and the creation and
guaranteed security of protected
areas.

Geopolitical (international) measures
are not very different from the
necessary measures at the national
and local levels: solving the problems
of adapting the region to climate
change (melting permafrost),
protecting the most vulnerable
species of animals and plants most
affected by these processes, creating
nature reserves, protecting the
indigenous peoples of the Arctic and
their way of life.

 

5.DEVELOP COOPERATION WITHIN THE
FRAMEWORK OF THE ARCTIC CONSUL



- Disband the military unit of Novaya
Zemlya as well as everywhere else.

- Reform the Russian Arctic National
Park (and other parks in the Arctic
territories as well). First of all, we
should select competent park
directors (in a democratic and
transparent way). Secondly, parks
need to protect their own territory.

- Transfer equipment, houses, and
observation stations to 100%
renewable energy.

- Develop a comprehensive
adaptation plan for the Arctic and
near-Arctic regions – then start its
comprehensive implementation.

- Restrict access to the tundra polar
territories, which are not able to fully
recover after the routine passage of
vehicles.


